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THE UNITED STATES HALF DIMES 

Ab 

By D. W. Valentine 

The initial coin of the series with which this 

monograph is concerned, has a very strong claim 

to having been the first official issue of the United 

States Mint. The evidence for this comes from no 

less an authority than “the Father of his country’.” 

In his fourth annual address, November 6th, 1792, 

President Washington stated: 

“ In execution of the authority given by the legis¬ 

lature, measures have been taken for engaging some 

artists from abroad to aid in the establishment of our 

Mint. Others have been employed at home. Pro¬ 

visions have been made for the requisite buildings, 

and these are now putting into proper condition for 

the purposes of the establishment. There has been 

a small beginning in the coinage of half dismes, the 

want of small coins in circulation calling the first / 

attention to them.” 
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In the light of this testimony, we may question 

the conclusion of Crosby and those who have 

followed him in classifying the half disme as a 

pattern coin. Compared with the disme of 1792 

which, to judge from the small number of specimens 

known, never passed beyond the pattern stage, the 

half disme is common. 

A There is a tradition that Washington had a 

further Jnterest in these coins. The metal of which 

they were struck is said to have been obtained by 
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2 THE UNITED STATES 

melting some of his private plate, and the head on 

the obverse is thought by some to be the portrait 

of Martha Washington. The design was probably 

made and cut by Joseph Wright who died of yellow 

fever in 1793. 

The derivation of the word “Disme” is none too 

clear. The Oxford Dictionary and Frey are agreed 

that it comes from the French Dixieme. “Disme” 

was used by Steven de Bruges in the 16th century — 

that he originated that word is not at all certain. 

Simon Stevinus was a noted mathematician who 

practically originated the decimal system. He 

wrote a seven page pamphlet “La Disme” in 1586. 

His system was cumbersome but it was the start 

and it was probably where the term “Disme” was 

popularized for the tenth part. We do not know 

how “Disme” was originally pronounced, but the 

traditional rendering in two syllables with a short I 

and a long E presents objections which are hard to 

reconcile with the pronunciation of the French 

word. If the word was pronounced in one syllable 

with a long I, and the S silent as it would have been 

in French,—i. e. just as we pronounce dime, we 

could then more easily understand the evolution. 

The form “Dime” appears in the report of the 

Committee of the Continental Congress under date 

of Aprils, 1786,1 and there is little cause for thinking 

that this word was ever pronounced other than it is 

now. Unfortunately we have no direct evidence 

1 Printed as an appendix to Watson’s History of Ameri¬ 
can Coinage. 



HALF DIMES 3 

that this was the original pronunciation for the 

term. 

For the benefit of the collector starting this 

series, we refer to Mr. H. P. Newlin’s work on 

Early Half Dimes,”1 especially for the history of 

the half dimes of 1802. Except for a few unlisted 

varieties, there have been no facts discovered or 

additions made to the known and recorded history 

of the early half dimes since Mr. Newlin’s work in 

1883. C. Steigerwalt discovered an unmentioned 

variety of the 1795 issue. There are several other 

new finds described herein, and some of the descrip¬ 

tions differ from those of Mr. Newlin. We refer 

also to Snowden’s “Description of Coins in the 

Cabinet of the U. S. Mint.”2 This collection, form¬ 

erly in the mint at Philadelphia, is now in the 

National Museum at Washington, D. C. The Half 

Dimes from 1829 have also been treated by Will 

W. Neil3 who described 187 varieties. 

If a specimen is worn or dirty, it is difficult and 

often impossible to count the leaves, the berries, 

etc. Having made a list of the “Paper Fractional 

Currency” of the U. S., and having found unknown 

specimens after the list was supposedly finished, it 

would be vain to believe that this list is complete. 

My hope is that it may stimulate others to “carry 

1 A classification of the Early Half Dimes of the United i 
States by Harold P. Newlin. Philadelphia 1833. 

2 A Description of Ancient and Modern Coins in the 
Cabinet Collection at the Mint of the United States by 
James Ross Snowden. Philadelphia 1S60. 

8 The United States Half Dimes from 1S29 through 1873. 
The Numismatist, August, 19"” 
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on.” Credit is due to the assistance of F. C. C. 

Boyd in obtaining some of the scarce specimens, 

to the late Mr. David Prosky who gave aid and 

information as to distinctive varieties, and to Mr. 

Howland Wood for getting notes together, obtaining 

information, showing where improvements could be 

made, assisting and checking up the varieties, and 

for the illustrations. 

It has been impossible to find a classification of 

the later series that is without some drawback. 

The classification of the die varieties of the same 

type is a difficult matter. Comparison of the ob¬ 

verses is usually the first step. This was done with 

the issues previous to 1829. The issues of 1829 and 

the types of later issues have a remarkable similarity 

of the obverse. There has been no difference in the 

die work of the bust itself noted in the issue of 

1829-37. The difference in the die work of the 

reverse is much more readily recognizable, the 

reason being that a hub or punch was made for 

the head and sometimes for the eagle, prior to 1800, 

and certainly for the eagle after that date. Punches 

were made for the stars, letters and figures. It is 

by the position of the stars, letters and numerals 

relative to one another or to the bust or eagle or 

motto, that the varieties can best be detected. 

Alterations are recut portions of the design. 

Die breaks are listed as sub-varieties, being 

accidents, and are of interest as they are the later 

impressions of a particular die, as well as evidence 

of identity’ of dies found on more than one specimen. 
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The size of the numerals of the dates and their 

position in relation to the bust and to each other, 

and the size of the stars and their positions with 

relation to the bust and to each other, have been 

the criterion in classifying the obverses of the 1829- 

37 issue- 

On the reverse, the principal features are the 

position of the S’s in the legend and motto; the 

size of the 5 C. and its relative position; the position 

of arrow’s—close or distant from the second A of 

America, and the relation of the letters in the 

legend to each other. 

From 1837-52, the classification is based on the 

relative position of the date—high or low. The 

size and position of the numerals are also used, as 

are the size and relative position of all mint marks 

on the reverse. 

Arrow-heads, one at each side of the date, appear 

in the issues of 1853-55. The relative position of 

the date—high or low—is first considered; then the 

size of the date, the position of the arrow-heads 

with respect to the date and the base of the seated 

figure, and finally, the size of the arrow-heads. 

The arrow-heads do not appear on the issues of 

1856-60. The method used for the 1S37-52 applies 

to these issues, also to the obverse of the issues 

1860-72. The relation of the ends of ribbon to 

the wreath on the reverse, and the size and position 

of mint mark letters are also significant. 

Because of the difficulties that would have at¬ 

tended comparisons of reproductions of the coins 
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in their actual size, it has seemed desirable to en¬ 

large them to two diameters. 

Silver half dimes were struck at the Philadelphia 

mint in 1792, 1794-1797, 1800-1803, 1805, 1329- 

1873; at New Orleans in 1838-1S42, 1844, 1848- 

1S60; at San Francisco 1S63-1869, 1871-1873. 

The sizes are as follows: 

1792: 11/16 in. or 17 mm. / 

1794-1805: 10/16 in. to 11/16 in. or 16-17 mm. 

1S29-1873: 19/32 in. or 15 mm. 

The weights are as follows: 

1792-1853: 20.8 grains. 

1853-1873: 19.2 grains. 

s'7 

*\ 

1792 

The Half Disme 

Obv. Undraped bust of Liberty facing left, 

with rather short curly hair. Beneath the bust is 

o. the date, 1792. Legend:—lib. par. of science & 

• - ^ INDUSTRY. 

Rev. uni. states of America. Small eagle 

flying towards the left, belowr in two lines; half 

disme; in exergue, a five pointed star. 

, Edge, reeded. Size 11/16 in.; wt. 20.8 grs. 

L»-_ it5• 

1794 

REGULAR SERIES 
\t * 7L •/ 

Ljf / 7 
y^c L The Half Dime 

c+r.r,*Xv i ofo' Undraped bust of Liberty facing right 

c }n';2 with flowing hair which ends in seven curls. Eight 

- ^ 6- ^ Jj-.u', W- £rC /Ij 17] ' 1J: f T^, 

—*7> ^ —t vt^r cr_ tv*, J L w * —> 
'_J. ,7 J ‘ 

cU-.-. 



HALF DIMES 7 

stars to the left and seven to the right; below, is ^(^04 U 

date 1794, near the lower edge. At the top is ^ f\kX iS(/t> 

liberty. The base of the E is slightly higher than 

the base of the other letters. The stars are six f\J S-ees \T~ 

pointed, the lowest touches the two lowest curls and 

the next higher star is merged in the curl next U. r*w iJLt £ 

above. The date is widely spaced and starts near 

the hair. 

Rev. An eagle with open wings, standing on 

V 
V 

y 

0 

conventionalized clouds. These rest on the stems 

of a wreath formed by-two sprays of laurel which do 

not quite meet above the eagle’s head. The -left- 

spray ends with one leaf; the right with two. The 

left has 13 leaves and 6 berries; the right spray, 14 

leaves and 7 berries, united states of America 

encircles the wreath. The base of the R does not 

touch the base of the I of AMERICA, and the leaf 

nearest that I does not touch it. Two berries, both 

inside the wreath, are under the left wing of the 

eagle, one under the right. The u of united and 

the last a of America touch the lowest left and 

right leaves respectively. 

2 Obv. The two lowest curls touch four points^3 tjG-cHJyf^\^ 

6 ' A 

IA 

The of the lowest star, cutting two points shorter, x ^ . 

next higher curl does not touch the point of the star. 

The numerals of the date are evenly spaced. Com- r> J\ 

pact date, the figure 4 is the only figure near the Jv/v. 

edge. C < ('zuy (I. 

Rev. Die of No. 1. 

Obv. Die of No. 2. 

Rei\ The left spray ends with one leaf, the 9 J 

3 
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right with three. There are three berries under the 

left wing, two are inside the wreath and one outside. 

The left spray has 7 berries, the right 6 berries. 

The lower leaf at right does not overlap the final 

A in AMERICA. 

3a Obv. Die of No. 3. N^' 

Rev. Die of No. 3 but a crack extends under 

both wings and also through tail to lower edge. Y ? * 

4. Obv. The base of the e is slightly higher than 
* 

the base of the other letters. The lowest star at the 

right near point of bust. The two inner points of 

the lowest one at the left touches the two lowest 

curls; the inner point of the star next above is 

evenly placed between the next two higher curls. 

The head is placed higher leaving more room 

between truncation of bust and edge of coin, 

.consequently the date is farther from bust than on 

the other varieties. 

Rev. Similar to No. 3. The left spray has 7 

berries, the right spray 5 berries. There are 3 

berries all within wreath under left wing. 

This reverse die was originally used 

combined with the 1795 obverse No. 1,—it shows 

the die sharp and unbroken, while the several 

specimens of the 1794 examined (both No. 4 and 

No. 4a), show slight die breaks. One of these runs 

from D of united through the wing, and another 

from the edge through wreath into the eagle’s tail. 

This leaves no alternative to a decision that the 

1794 pieces from this die must have been struck in 

1795, despite the date. Other similar instances 

occur later on. 

w/7 • A U 
Wv , * , ^ 
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HALF DIMES 9 

4a Obv. Die of No. 4, but die crack runs from \jjQC pj \j \0s 

second star from the top at right through head to '7 

opposite rim touching the next to the lowest star 7* /Z 

at the left. (vi ft* \ rj 

Rev. Die of No. 4. Struck in 1795. $ <*Jt. 

1795 Ai. ft <794-5 ; 864/6 

The obverse and reverse of this year 

are of the same type as that for 1794. 

1 Obv. The curls terminate in seven ends, the \ A 7^- 

second lowest touches point of lowest star. The \ wZ. r< Viot 

1 and 5 of date are not close to bust, nor is the 

lowest star on the right. A die crack extends from 

right edge between t and y of liberty, through 

the forehead and into the hair. 

Rev. Die of 1794.4, but shows no die breaks. 

See the remarks under the above coin. 

2 Obv. There are 7 curls that end in points— 

the two lower touch the two inner points of the 

lowest star. The lowest star at right is very close 

to the bust, liberty is better spaced. The figure 

1 in date does not touch the hair; the 5 merges into 

the bust. 

Rev. Two branches almost touch at the top. 

There are 13 leaves and 7 berries on the left spray, 

and 13 leaves and 7 berries on the right; 4 berries 

below the eagle’s wings—3 on the inside and 1 on 

the outside of the wreath. This die has a simi¬ 

larity to the 1794 dies. 

2a Obv. Die of No. 2, but a die crack at the top 

^ M 

^ y/ 
1L-2 e^ ytc -5 
-Cv 1 Irv c-r) 
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/t$*S 
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edge extends through R of liberty and the hair 

below. 

iter;. Die of No. 2. 

3 Obv. The end of the lowest of the 6 curls 

touches the third point of the lowest star; the 

second point of same star is very close to the second 

lowest curl. The date is similar to that of No. 2, 

but the last numeral touches without merging. A 

bad die break at right edge involves four of the 

stars. 

Rev. Die of No. 2. 

4 Obv. The next to the lowest curl touches the 

second point of lowest star. The lowest star at the 

right touches the point of the bust. The date is 

high; the numerals are evenly spaced; the figure 1 

touches the hair; the 5 touches the bust. There is 

more space between the B and E in liberty than 

on other dies of this year. 

Rev. The wreath has 14 leaves and 5 berries 

on the left, and 14 leaves and 5 berries on the right. 

One of the leaves on the left is superimposed on 

another and does not show on worn specimens. 

There is a berry between the u and N of united, and 

a very small berry between the T and E, and two 

berries under the first T of states. 

4a Obv. Die of No. 4, but there is a die-crack at ,, 

edge over ty of liberty and the nearest star. \j 
D_ TV-C -\T~ A '^v / ' ' . 

A A 

ts*-1 
•/ /cn ^* 

V64vP il 

Rev. Die of No. 4. 

6 Obv. The lowest star almost touches the 

second lowest curl. The 1 is very close to the hair; 

the 5 does not touch, nor does the lowest star at 
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IP 

5? E A/«aw ^ 
VSb.O^afeW^ 
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the right. The b and e of liberty are close together, 

and the base of the E is above the line ol the bases 

of the other letters. The lib is widely spaced. 

Rev. The wreath has 10 leaves and 3 berries 

on the left, and 15 leaves and 4 berries on the right. 

Two of the leaves under the eagle’s wing barely 

show. There is no berry under either wing of the 

eagle. 

5a Die of No. 5, but a die crack shows from 

Y of LIBERTY to nose. 

6 Obv. Die of No. 5a, but with the crack ex¬ 

tending through cheek, bust and 7 to edge. 

Rev. The spray at left has 13 leaves and 4 

berries, the berry under the eagle’s wing is inside 

the wreath and at base of u of united, and there £ , 

are two berries under the first s of states. The U ‘vf • 

spray at right has 13 berries and 5 berries. * ^ 

7 Obv. There are six curls; the point of lowest 

one touches but does not pass point of lowest star; 

the point of the second curl above touches the 

point of lowest star. The 1 and 5 of date touch 

bust, and the lowest star on right does not touch. 

A die crack at three lowest stars on right runs "■ 
through the point of bust and 9 and 5 of date. 

Rev. Die of No. 5. 

8 Obv. The hair almost touches the E of liberty 

—the only variety showing this characteristic. - ^ 

There are seven curls, the lowest two touch three 

points of lowest star. The next higher curl almost 

touches the point of the next higher star. The 1 

and 5 of date do not touch bust, nor does the lowest 

I Sci, C /v. CL w Jx jf 

Ce 

i 

5- ^ C- 4 - 

eU 
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star on the right. A die crack shows at edge between 

RT of liberty, and extends through forehead and 

hair to opposite edge. . * l~j 

Rev. Die of No. 5.__. /;/ 1^7 r<J \A 
* l 

kr 

r 

"Y 
£_) L-j Q^n t I 

E«.j 

MW * 

9 ^Obi). TRe* 1 of date touches bust; the top of 5 

differs from No. 3; star at right close to bust; last 

curl meets points of last star, but does not pass 

through it. /r<- 

Rev. Same as No. p.'/1, r *-x tJ4- M£ .) 

This description is based on Newlin’s No. 6, 

who states that only one specimen has been noticed. 

10 Obv. There are seven curls. The lowest left 

star touches points of the two lowest curls. The 

next higher star touches point of the fifth curl 

counting from above. The date is clear of bust 

:hough close. 

Rev. Same as No. 1, or 1794.4. 

ae. u 1796 iM.tf • \ozio 

1 Obv. Draped bust of Liberty, facing to the 

right, the hair tied with ribbon at back of head. 

At right, seven stars. At left, back of the bust, 

eight stars. Above, ^liberty. Below, 1796. The 

numeral 1 Jtouehea the lowest curl. The 6 has a (<?'■ '■, 

knob and is near bust. The lowest star at left 

touches hair, and the lowest star at right touches 

the bust. 

Rev. An eagle with open wings standing on 

clouds, enclosed by a wreath—a spray of laurel on 

the left and a palm branch on the right, tied at the 
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Uu, nr 

& O-f 

5 t, t- 
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bottom with a bow knotted ribbon.1 The laurel 

has 15 leaves and 4 berries. The palm has 11 

leaves. Legend:—united states of America. A 

berry is just under d of united. A slight die 

crack between t and A of states. JJL i '/ ^ 

2 Obv. The 1 of date does not touch curl, nor 

does^the-star^n-right-toucL-bus^ the 6 in date is 

pointed. ~TYc:. <■ r<~7 v 'cXX— r£^*‘ 

Rev. The n of united merges with leaf. The 

point of eagle’s left wing touches a leaf, ajid the 

other wing is imder two sprigs. (’*.-< 

M ‘jJU U^~ 
-■5 £ *f 

1 Obv. The type is very- similar to 

IA : 

■'r ' 
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r u. I 
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17 9 7 H-iL 

+4*-- / 11 
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<:/ C 4 

that of Atrr 

previous year. There are but 13 stars—7 on the 

left and six on the right. The lowest left star is 

not near the hair; the lowest right star is close to 

the bust. The 1 in the date is very close to lowest 

curl; the two 7’s are longer than the other numerals. 

Rev. The spray of laurel has 19 leaves and 

11 berries. The palm has 17 leaves; the sprays 

touch at top. The e of united, second T and second 

s of states, o of of, and m and second a of America, 

touch leaves or stem of wreath. 

2 Obv. The obverse has 15 stars—eight on the 

left, seven on the right. The upper right star 

touches Y of liberty; the lowest on the right 

touches bust. The lowest star on left does not 

touch hair. The 1 of date does not touch curl. The 

7’s are short, the second 7 being a trifle the shorter. 

1 This wreath is often described as composed of olive and 
lily sprays. 
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14 THE EXITED STATES 

Rev. The spray of laurel has 15 leaves and 3 

berries, one outside, two within. The palm branch 

has 11 leaves. The E of united, the first T of 

states, and the M, E and c of America touch 

leaves of the wreath. 

2a Obi'. A die crack runs from lower right edge 

through draper}' and bust. 

Rei]. Crack at edge over me of America. 

2b Same cracks, but on obverse greatly extended, 

going through 9 of date, face, and T of liberty. 

3 Obi\ There are 16 stars—9 at left and 7 at 

right. The first and second, third and fourth, and 

fifth and sixth stars at right touch each other. [ 

Counting from the top, as before, the second, third, 

fourth and fifth, and the sixth and seventh stars at 

left touch each other. The second 7 of date is the 

longer. A slight die crack between second and 

third star to edge, at left. v 7^ 

Rev. The spray of laurel has 16 leaves and 3 

berries—two outside and one inside the wreath, 

the uppermost berry being outside the wreath and 

opposite D of UNITED. The palm branch has 11 

leaves. None of the leaves touch the letters of the 

legend. 

4 Obv. Die of No. 3. c .i f> * 
Rev. Die of No. 2a. t % ‘1 , . M 

No half-dimes were issued in the years 1798 ' 

and 1799. I- 

18 0 0 /Vi,fc. 

1 Obv. Draped bust of Liberty, with filleted 

hair, facing to right. Seven stars at the left; six at 
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A 
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right. liberty, with a heavy I, at the top, and the 

date 1800 below the bust. The figure 8 is larger and 

lower than the other numerals; the second o is near 

bust, as is the lowest star at the right. 

Rev. A-heraldic eagle with the shield of the 

United States covering the body, the upper third 

is made up of eight horizontal lines {azure), the lower 

two-thirds has six groups of lines, three vertical 

{gules). The eagle holds in its beak a scroll or 

ribbon, on which is E pluriihjs unum. The talon 

on the right holds a spray of olive with 10 leaves 

and 5 berries. Within an arch of clouds over the 

eagle, is a constellation of 13 stars. Legend:— 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. The first A of AMERICA 

touches the wing, and the I, c, and second A touch 

olive leaves. ^ Oi<L^ 

1a As No. 1, but has a die break at reeding, 

below 00 of date. 

2 Obv. The R in liberty is defective and — 

resembles a K. The stars appear larger and closer ^ ^ 

than in No. 1. -— , » • 

Rev. Die of No. 1. '■"'J'5'? 

- \ rW* ^ 
801 33910 ■ 

I b : 

I* A 

cfc 
Ay A; 

ft o 

toiij-fix,:-- 
* 

Siloo?j #I,C? 

)n 

1 Obv. Very similar to No. 1 of 1800, but the 

first 1 of date touches curl, and the numerals are 

smaller. 

Rev. The eagle’s beak touches the second 

point of the star, and the second a of AMERICA does 

not touch a leaf. ✓jTv'G £.2.o% 
\n U.f.cuAi- 

* u i ^ Hf' fevl (H>. j5. brkt'C B - ntU'. ; .;,. S ' \ 
J f-/5o W-ur«. 

9£> J.W' fflrwT U) >—- . , r* C 

(Irk Y- oY /t ri -U9. — V13. & f: Ou .' 

j VjC 2^3 sw,. 
^ t show, 
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t A 1 ' 

:V P 
ft 

YL 

M/crJ2) Ml. 

fr 1 

1a Obv. A flaw shows in field between face and 

second, tbird and fourth stars at right. 

1b This flaw has now developed into a decided 

crack, extending from Y of liberty to sixth star 

at right. 

2 Obv. Similar to No. 1, but die break under 

bust at 1 and 8 of date which almost obliterates 

these t^vo figures. it r. Jjt 1 it /.X ^ 

Jja. Same as No. 1. e- { (»«... R t ~ 

U.f 1 &«<*. !. L,r. 0-u r y- V; (7, 

180 2 JH.A.|Jmo H 

1 Ofo». Similar to above, but the 1 of the date 

does not touch curl; the 2 of date touches bust. 

The 8 is larger than in the previous eighteen hun- 

12* Xv 

• 7-dJL dreds. 
/ c-; > Vt SM ^ 

. A 

2 

Rev. Die of 1801.1. f i'-C. ^ * 

* \ ,C~v I 4 ;V "* 

Kj f-vJ i‘^<v -' fo 

18 03 

Ml. 1 Ofo. Very similar to 1S01. The 8 of date is 

X f < large; the 3 small. tX-✓ $;/)5 

tv\lto-$ ^ * 7?cr. Die of .1801.1. Leaf touches c of 

AMERICA. 

2 O&v. Die of No. 1. 

Leaf touches second A of AMERICA, not 

C. Perfect dies. 

3 Obv. Small 8 in date which is high, there 

appears die breaks at edge below bust, and at 

edge at top star at right. 

Rev. Die of No. 1, and 1801.1. c of America 

touches leaf. 

. * 
>f * s* vy>\ 
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180 5 /''I.R, )jCro 
1 Obv. Similar to 1801. The 1 of date is close 

to curl and not close to 8. 1 ^ ^ 

ifcr. Die of 1803.2. /W 7 ^ & ! ■ 

There were no half-dimes coined from 1S05 to 

1829. These early half-dimes bore no indication of 

the coin value. Until 1829 when the half-dime 

appeared in a smaller size but thicker, of an entirely 

different type, and with 5 C. on the reverse. 

Jr 

1829 / *2-3 0*00 

ft- 

2.9 
l Jt f. 
■ r\!IT&\ 

' *; 

The obverse has a draped bust of Liberty, 

facing to left, with flowing curls covered by a 

liberty cap, on the band of which is the word 

liberty. There are seven stars to the left and six 

at the right. Beneath the bust is the 1829. 

The reverse bears an eagle with upraised wings, 

with the shield of the United States on breast, on 

the upper third of which are six horizontal lines 

{azure), and on the lower portion are six groups of 

three vertical lines {gules). The eagle’s talon on 

the right clutches three arrows with their heads 

toward the right. The talon on the left clutches a 

spray of olive with four pairs of leaves and two 

berries. The stem crosses the feathered end of an 

arrow. The legend, united states of America 

starts near the eagle’s wing at the left, and ends 

near the head of the uppermost arrow. The de¬ 

nomination 5 c. appears in the lower field below 

the feathers of the arrow and the olive stem on 

the field. Between the legend and the eagle is a 
* 



IS THE UNITED STATES 

curved ribbon with the ends curled beneath it, on 

which is the motto E pluribus unum. The end at 

the left starts under the T of united, and the right 

end is under the M of AMERICA. 

CLASSIFICATION 

The relative position of the second s of the 

word states in the legend with respect to the 

location of the s in pluribus of the motto, is the 

initial basis of the classification. The die having 

the lower s furthest to the left of the other, is 

listed first. When the two s’s are in almost the 

same relative position, the relation of the letters 

OF of the legend with regard to UN of the motto, 

and with respect to the point at which the ribbon 

ends and the location of the m in America above it, 

are next to be considered. When two obverses 

share identical reverse dies, the obverse having the 

date in the higher position is listed first. 

? 2.3* * 
1829 I; ? 

1 Obv. Medium date, rather compact, and 

below the center of the field. The top of the 1 is 

recut. A faint vertical die crack runs from I of 

liberty, through cheek and neck. 

Rev. The s is under the E and the space 

between E s. The un is to the left of OF. In the 

legend, UN and meri touch. One arrow-head 

touches a shaft of another. Arrow close to A. 

Large 5 C. near edge. Short top to 5. There is a 

flaw in field between eagle’s beak and ribbon, and 

r'-'O ■ 
f\ D Er V- - fe/ *^7 " ' 

. . ' r DcS'-j J 
XJ 

C/. 
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the lower part of F in of is defective. This die is 

especially interesting as it is found combined with 

obverse dies of 1830, 1831 and 1S32. For further 

information see 1831.2. 

1a Obv. Same as No. 1, but crack between 

third and fourth star at left. 

Rev. Same as No. 1. 
2 Obv. Medium date, rather compact; below the 

center of the field. The lower part of 9 at knob - i 
GsA ms 9 

, ,1 

I '‘b+ 

(rj 

only letters in P*, 

v-heads touch r l 
f|Z#f$ unit- 

— 

■it.c. \ i. , 
T 

f a/sir 
< c. U 

fr 
« 

ls_ 

double punched. 
* /■ \ I Jl~ \ — 

Rev. The s is under the space. TheAlN isr‘£^A 2-, f!o©*oCCA. 

slightly to the left of of. CA are the only letters in ur- ul D- 

the legend which touch. Two arrow 

shafts. Arrow close to a. Small 5; large c, compact 

and high. The C almost touches the olive stem.T:' *ts*-J*J 

3 Obv. Large open date, low. Left side of 8 

and top partly double cut, which only shows under 

a powerful glass. MlooSI N-r 

Rev. s under space. In the legend NT and er 

touch. One arrow-head touches. A not close. 5 

and c spaced. Top of 5 long. Top of I double-cut. 

4 Obv. The date is slightly low in the field. 

The 2 is lower than the other figures. T- A 

Rev. The s is to the left of s, which is double 

cut at the top. The UN is slightly to the left of OF. 

In the legend, UN, te and eri touch. Two arrow¬ 

heads touch shafts. Arrow close to a. Large open 

5c. 

5 Obv. Die of No. 1. 

Rev. Die of No. 4, but the n in united and 

second s in states are defective; also die crack at ‘ 
e in America, which extends to the R. 

1 

T 0 

IDa 

r<G 

/»jWJ^ 'AHr-'J 

A!D~- \fi / l/i*. • 

r Vi-{ Rs. J-ys'c 
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IJ s* 
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1 
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// 
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THE UNITED STATES 

bv. Die of No. 1. fc/f, 

Rev. The S is slightly to the left of s. The 

UN is under of. One arrow-head touches shaft. 

Arrow not close to A. Large open 5 C. well placed. ‘ 

Short top to 5. 

7 Obv. Medium open date; low. 

Rev. The s is under s. The UN is under of. 

In the legend ed, te and meri touch. One arrow¬ 

head touches the shaft. Arrow not close to A. 

Large, open 5 c. well placed. 

8 Obv. Die of No. 1. 

Rev. The s is under s. The un is under of. 

All letters in legend are spaced, but te, am and Ri 

are close. Two arrow-heads touch shafts. Arrow 

not close to A. Large, open 5 C. slightly high. 

Short top to 5. For the further use of this die see 

1830-9. 

9 Obv. Similar to No. 4, but the date at right 

end is lower. Top of 9 double-cut. e'rCy- 26 

Rev. Die of No. 8. 

10 Obv. Die of No. 4. 

Rev. The s is almost under s. UN to right of 

In the legend, nIt and Ri touch. One arrow¬ 

head touches the shaft. Arrow close to A. Large 

5 C. A small line shows between. upper part of C Q 
and a in America. This reverse die was used 

again in 1831 No. 7. 

11 Obv. Die of No. 2. 

Rev. Die of No. 10. 

Obv. Die of No. 9. 

Rev. The s is directly under the s. A slight 

iTvaifyiPMOF- imj *«> hC-c.t,* 
^^j[) w/cA JW* I-1L 

12 

-X- 
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* 

3 

flaw above 'ribbon between the two s’s. The UN ^'■L1 

to right of OF. In the legend, it and me touch, p i , r 
Two arrow-heads touch shafts. Arrow not close to 
A. Large, open 5 C. rather low. For further use of 
this die see 1830.10. 
12a Similar to No. 12, but with cracks at ric on 
reverse. 

The following obverses are the same: 
Nos. 1, 5, 6, 8. 
Nos. 2, 11. 
Ncs. 4, 10. 

2E 

rv. 

fir* ■ 

1/ 
/ 7- /, 

c 

S, 

Z 
l- 

IC 

■ftrU-', 

„ Ncs. 9. 12. . ~p 
13. Otv vi. V&. •\- 

FI \4. 18 3 0 - 

_ 1 'Obv. Medium, compact date; slightly low. 
Rev. The s is under the E. In the legend, TE 

and Rl touch, and I very close to C. Two arrow¬ 
heads touch shafts. Arrow touches A. Compact 
5 C. slightly high, the 5 is higher than the c. This 
die was used again in 1832.1. 

2 Obv. Small, compact date, near edge. A 
faint die break shows from sixth star through 
cap and between eighth and ninth stars. 

Rev. Die of 1S29 No. 1. The s is under the E, 

and space between es, the label ending under the 
left upright of M. F of of defective. In the legend, 
UN and meri touch. One arrow-head touches a 
shaft. Short top to 5. 
3 Obv. Medium, evenly spaced date; rather low. 

Rev. The s is under the E and the space 
between es. Center of UN is to the left of center of 

2: 1 M ° 
N.H- 

i i r- ~ 
Ni. - ' 
i ‘ 

■ b 
M r / 1 v>*v 

r i t . *■» i/t 

i \ 

/ p~y k/a. 
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u^< .1 

M'czy 
r 

U\ 

-p 

Lb 

F. 

OF. The label ends almost under the center of M. 

All letters in legend spaced, although the second te 

and ca are dose. Two arrow-heads touch shafts. 

Arrow rather close to a. Large, close 5 C.; high. 

There is a defect at top of the upperstroke of 5. 

3a Obv. Same as No. 3. A die crack runs through 

lower left star and on some impressions a break 

shows on cheek under curl. 

Rev. Die of No. 3. 

.3b Obv. Same as No. 3a. 

Rn\ Same as No. 3, but the upper part of the 

second s in states shows a defect. 

4 Obv. Small, compact date; low. The dis¬ 

tinguishing feature of this variety is a small circle 

on neck under ear—the compass point in laying 

out the die. 7 L- $vk ttei ^ 

Rev. Die of No. 3b. Wr ' 

5 Obv. Die of No. 2. 

Rev. The s is a little more under the s, the 

label ends under the right part of the first stroke of 

M, and the a is closer to arrow. The 5 c. is larger, 

with very short toj) to 5, more open and not as 

high. Second s in states and M in America are 

defective. This die was first used in 1831 in No. 6. 

5a The same as No. 6, but both s’s in states are 

defective. 

6 Obv. Die of No. 4. 

Rev. The S is nearly under s. UN under OF. 

The letters in legend are spaced, but it, ed and Rl 

are very close. Two arrow-heads touch shafts. 

Arrow not close to a. Large, open 5 C. well placed. 

\-FT 
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!.h IA 

9 r: ivwwi ? 

Small top to 5, the upright stroke of which is 

double cut. 

7 Obv. • Compact-date low. The 1 in dat£_is , 

tall and curves to the right, the 8 low.Z r 

Rev. Die of No. 6. 

7^ Obv. A faint die crack runs from edge to 3 

and 0 to curl. 

8 Obv. Die of No. 3. Medium date, open, not 

close to edge. Ck* ^ . 

Rev. s to left under center of s. Left base of jp //^. 

a in states high and close to first t. Large open 5 

with short top. ^ •■?*> ,,%r ■ 
9 Obv. Medium irregular date. 8 and 3 too -A; iZlJ 

close; 0 too high. r-- 1%. i 

--Rev. Die of 1829 No.' 8."' " tu **' ~ ~ ' 

10 Obv. Die of No. 9. Wi^ a/2.. /&Xh> 

Rev. Die of 1829 No.TOr but die crack shows ///TJ/ 

at ric. I /\ " c£db^ 

The following obverses are the same: 

Nos. 2, 5. , 
Nos. 3, 8. 

Nos. 4, 6. 

Nos. 9, 10. 

r . 1 Of I, Proof 
; V*ri mrt s* 

GGVryjcxo. /lev, Vg. = V9^ 
1831 P: lt 3, f 

1 Obv. Irregular date; rather low. The -first 1 

is rather large and not as close as the other numerals. 

The last 1 is also large. 

Rev. The s is wholly under e. All letters 

except Ri in the legend are spaced. One arrow¬ 

head touches shaft. Arrow fairly close to A. Large 

5 C. with small top, well placed. 

iZfZ7#* 

(1- P 

A ISIS Wu*jT- 
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IB- r\ /’Pa 
l2PtbJ 

CW*- — 
ir>5 /?z. 

NLlS- 
\tj\J o< 5 • 

A 

1a Same as No. 1, but the uppei^and lower sections 

of the second s in states are defective. 

This reverse die was used again later. See 

1833.1 and 1835.2. 

2 Obv. A more compact date A die crack con¬ 

nects most of the stars on left, and another connects 

some on right. No pupil to eye. 

Rev. The die of 1829 No. 1, and 1830 No. 2, 

but the defects between the eagle’s beak and 

ribbon do not show and the die apparently seems 

sharp. The F in of is defective. It is very possible 

that those pieces combined with this die and bearing 

the dates of 1829 and 1830, were struck in 1831 or 

1832. 

* ;. 3 Obv. Die of No. 1. . 

JL Vnr. U;ul2Ai Rev. The die of 1829 No. 1, and 1830 No. 2, 

U* but the flaw at eagle’s beak not so distinct, lv'r,w 

'gjTj’p 4 Obv. Very similar to No. 1. The date more 

|irf. JT evenly spaced and a little further to the right. 

^ Rev. Die of No. 3. 

5 Obv. Die of No. 4. 

‘•4 > Rev. The center of the s is under the center 

' ■. ^ of the space between es. The center of UN to the 

T left of the center of of. In the legend, the Rl 

b* touch, and UN are close. Two arrow-heads touch. 

Arrow not close to A. Widely spaced 5 C. with 

P (E) tt'K > small top to 5. A die break runs from edge through 

^ t A of states and ribbon to eagle’s beak. 

' 'A_v. M j 5a Obv. Same as No. 5. 

I i Rev. Same as No. 5, but the N in united and 

the first s in states are defective. 

U u 

Si**- f)( P. 0^'£**’.1 • •* t 

tyrfc*: vi • Xli -b- 
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6 Obv. Die of No. 2, but none of the die breaks 

show. 

1 ? L Keif, Die later used in 1830 Xo. 5 In this in¬ 

stance the defects in the lettering have not occurred. 

6a Obv. Same as Xo. 6. 

212 Rev. Same as Xo. 6. The second s in states 
is defective at top loop and the M in America is 

defective. 

6b Obv. Same as Xo. 6. 

Rev. Same as Xo. 6, but both s’s defective. 

6c Obv. Same as Xo. 6. 

' S Lc- Rev. Die cracks show at nit in united, as 

well as at top loop of both s’s in states. 

13 ^7 Obv. Same as Xo. 2, but die breaks barely 

show. 

v Rev. Same as 1829 Xo. 10. 

lJa Rev. Die break shows at edge to R of America; 

otherwise the same as Xo. 7. . 

The following obverses are alike: 

Nos. 1, 3. 

Nos. 2, 6, 7. 

: Nos. 4, 5. 
1832 1 1.3 

1 Obv. 

high. 

Rev. 

in second T in states. Two arrow-heads touch 

shafts. Arrow touches A. 

2 Obv. Small, compact date; slight low. 

Rev. The s is almost under E. The UN is to 

the left of OF; both letters of of double cut. In 

UAy/v/. /V IS*3/ NjC'cfc? P. 

ir. Jr. £ , 

Z. RtzlUrr 32 Vu > w?‘ y * - ^ ^ 
3. Sdk A 1' r • ■’ 

. <Ns6- .r , <v. /*. (~r A H * l * ■* 

565^0^ 
w t- 

Large open date; well placed. 1 and 2 
| 9 -A r-Cc'-.A'- _ 
* • 

Die of 1S30 No. 1. nA defective crack 
Jr C. .■ 
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the legend, ame touch. Large open 5 C. high. Top 

part of 5 defective. This die was used in 1833; 

see No. 2. 

2a Obi\ A die crack in the bottom loop of 8. 

Rev. Same as No. 2. 

3Obv. Large, open date; low. 832 close. 

0. ' Rci’. The die of 1829 No. 1, 1830 No. 2 and 

/ ^ 1831 No. 2; as noted under 1831, the flaws are 

nearly obliterated. The surface of the die has 

become so worn that the berries in the spray do not 

show. (Mr. Proskey saw but two thus.) 

, _ c 4 Obv. Die of No. 3. Crack, first star to edge. 

Rev. The s is under the space between the ES. 

The un is slightly to the left of of. o of of double 

cut. In the legend, Ri touch. Two arrow-heads 

touch shafts. Arrow touches A. Large, compact 

5 c. well placed. Small die break through A of 

America into ribbon. This die is found without 

the die break on No. 3 of 1833, showing that this 

piece was struck in 1833. 

5 Obv. Large, open date; well placed, the 1 high. 

Rev. The s is slightly to the left of s. The 

UN is almost under of. AH letters in the legend are 

spaced. One arrow-head touches shaft. Arrow 

not close to a. Large compact 5 c. high. For 

further use of this die see 1833.4. 

5a Obv. Die of No. 5. 

, ' 5^ Rev. Both s’s in states defective and slight 

die breaks show especially about united. As we 

have this reverse in perfect shape combined with 

1833 No. 4, this piece with defective s’s must have 

been struck in 1833. 

>*/ 

5X i • ^ 
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til V 

6 Obv. Die of No. 2A, showing the defective 8. 

Rev. The s is almost under the s. The UN 

is under of. All letters in legend are spaced. One 

arrow-head touches, arrow rather close to A. Large, v ^ ^ 

open 5 C. high. For further use of this die see^833. \<Tb~b ('-4> 

5 and 6. 

7 Obv. Die of No. 2A. 

Rev. The s is almost under s. The UN is 

slightly to right of OF. In the legend, Rl touch. 

Arrow-heads are clear. Arrow not close to A. 

Large open 5 c. slightly high. For subsequent use 

of this die see 1834.3 and 1835.8. 

8 Obv. Open date; slightly low. 

Rev. The s is almost under s. The UN is 

under OF. All letters in the legend are spaced. 

The second s of states is defective at top loop. The 
« ▼ m a /-> 1 /-> /-v <4 7 n Q O / i 4" A1 1 An AC 

19 Wa - 

N and F are also defective. One arrow-head touches, 

arrow close to A. Open 5 C. slightly high. 

8a Obv. Die of No. 8. 

Rev. Die of No. 8, but loop of first s and both 

loops of second s are defective. 

8b Obv. Die of No. 8. 

Rev. Die of No. 8, but both loops in both s’s 

Eif 
19 vj L 

lOlt; Nif 

!9VJo 
H tooy io3 x are defective. 

8c Obv. Die of No. 8. 

Rev. Die of No. 8, but additional crack from 9IV t 

ribbon to A of states to edge. 

9 Obv. Die of No. 8. 

Rev. The s is slightly to right of s. The UN / S Va 

slightly to right of of. In the legend, Rl very close. WW/vS- 

The upper loop of first s in states is defective. 

Uw/vf. 
rh« 

VwS. J,V ft-\ . lV^cP 
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*37 0000 

V'- ' *e' 

/£*v T 
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One arrow-head touches shaft. Arrow not close to 

A.. Large, open 5 c. slightly high. For further use 

of this, die see 1833.7. 

9a Obv. Same as No. 9, but die crack connects 

several stars at left which runs through bust to 1 

of date. 

Rev. Same as No. 9, but 5 c. are both recut. 

The following obverses are alike. Q 

. Nos. 2, 6, 7. /P) OL ^“Ac- 

. Nos. 3, 4. # V 7 .G^UvT 

Nos. 8, 9. QL/ W • /^/ l<t}l*)/\, U~\^ - 

16 3 3\^ 1? , ry 1^2 

been rW-new-fevertedi There seem to have been i^ne^^V^erse^ieC^^" 

made this year unless possibly the reverse of No. 3. V 

This die is found combined with an 1832 obverse, 

but in this instance the reverse die is not in as good 

a state, as it is combined with the 1833 obverse. 

This again leads us to the conclusion that the coin 

No. 4 having date of 1832, was struck in 1833. 

1 Obv. Large regular date, well placed. The 1 

open, 83 close. A die break runs from cap through j j/ 

A 

i 

CLp, 

33. 

ScA E 3 L 

cheek, neck and bust. Exc*™ ~j * iv. 1"V f^<-€ v'-1 

Rev. The die of 1831 No. 1a. The s under e. 

The UN to the left of of. All letters except ri 

spaced in the legend. The second s in states is 

defective in both loops. One arrow-head touches 

shaft. Large 5 c. well placed. This die was put 

into use again, see 1835.2. 

2 Obv. Die of No. 1. _ 

Rev. The die of 1832 No. 2. The s is almost 

under E. The UN to left of of, both letters of of 
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/ 

double cut. In the legend, ame touch. One arrow¬ 

head touches shaft. Arrow rather close to A. Large, 
open 5 c.; high. 

3 Obv. Large, open date; well placed. 

Rev. The die of 1832 No. 4. The s under 

space between es. The un is to the left of of. o of 

of double cut. In the legend ri touch. Two 

arrow-heads touch shafts. Arrow touches A. As 

this die is in much better condition when this was 

struck, than when the coin of the previous year was 

struck, we can come to the conclusion only that the 

coin dated 1832, No. 4, was struck in 1833. 
4 Obv. Same as No. 3. 

Rev. Die of 1832 No. 5. The s is slightly to 

the left of s. The un is almost under the of. All 

letters spaced in the legend. One arrow-head 

touches shaft. As 1832 No. 5a, shows a broken 

die, some if not all of those date 1832 must have 
been struck in 1833. 

4a Obv. This die is beginning to show signs of 

wear and cracking, especially before face. 
Rev. Same as No. 4. 

4b Obv. Same as No. 4a. a. - 

Rev. Same as No. 5a of 1S32, but the die 

cracks are not quite as far advanced. Defects in 
E and both s’s. 

5 Obv. Die of No. 1, but before die cracked. 

Rev. The die of 1832 No. 6. The s is slightly 

left under s. The un is under of. All letters 

spaced in the legend. One arrow-head touches 

shaft. Arrow close to A. Large, open 5 f.; rather 
high. 
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6 Obv. Same as No. 4a, but 8 is defective in 

lower loop, and a crack runs from L of liberty 

through cap to edge. *— 

Rev. Die of 1832 No. 6. 

7 Ota’. Large, open date; well placed. The two 

3’s are closer together than the other numerals. 

Rci'. Same die as 1832 No. 9. The s slightly to 

, right under s. The UN is slightly to right of OF. 
» ' /c J 

r Top loop in first s in states is defective. One 

arrow-head touches shaft. Arrow not close to A. 

Large open 5 c. slighdy high. - . 

The following obverses are alike: 

Nos. 1, 2, 5. 

Nos. 3, 4, 6. 

/4 $60# © 

E 

WU/A/ Z. 

E 

1834 ? 4 
f~r o * 

1 Ota*. Small, irregular, compact ^date, the 4 

being large. Upper right hand star touches cap. r-Uj/LL 

Rev. The s is under E and space between E 

and s. The UN to left of of. In the legend, ame 

and ri touch. The top loop of second s in states 

is defective. Arrow-heads do not touch shafts. 

Arrow touches A. Large, rather close 5 C.; high, 

the 5 higher than the c. 

1a Ota-. Same as No. 1, but die crack shows from 

upper left-hand star into cap, and from nose into 

neck. 

Rev. Same as No. 1. 

2 Obv. Medium, irregular date; slightly low. 

The lower loop of 8 is defective. 

Rei'. Die of No. 1. 

(• , Trr 't 

J J f~ ! s b 'yS f, Jj.-r. • 
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Obv. Same as No. 1a. C 

Rev. Die of 1832 No. 7. 

Ui • 

7* 

The un is under of. 

In the legend, ri touch. The N in united is defective 

at upper right. One arrow-head nearly touches 

shaft. Arrow not close to a. Large, open 5 c.; 

slightly high. For further use of this die see 1S3-5.3. 

4 Obv. Irregular date; rather low and compact. 

^ The 8 is high, the 3 low. There is a slight crack 

from throat to bust to edge. Upper lefthand star 

points to top of coronet. CLs*^4 

Rev. Die of No. 3. 

5 Obv. Die of No. 2 but flaw does not show in 8. 

Rev. The s is to the right of s. The UN is 

far to right of of. All letters of the legend are 

spaced, though close. Two arrow-heads touch 

shafts. Arrow not close to A. Large, rather close 

5 C., high. The c touches the stem. 

5a Obv. The same as No. 2, showing the de¬ 

fective 8. 

Rev. Same as No. 5. 

The following obverses are alike: 

Nos. 1, 3. 

Nos. 2, 5. 

1835 ! - 
♦ 

In this year new punches were made for the 

numerals much smaller than those heretofore used 

so that we have for 1S35, actually large and small 

dates. The pieces for 1836 and 1837 have only 

small dates. In 1836 and 1837 the denticulations 

around the edge are also much finer. 

h ■ F 
( Jc J 
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£ 

V 

fp 5-f 
Jlv . -. - 

lvWA» 10- 

h 
r - 

/ ^ f 

✓ 

On the reverse the 5 c. comes both large and 

small and these two varieties are found on the next 

two years as well. 

1 Ob?. Small, compact rather low date. The 

3 low. Long curved top to 5. 

Rer. The s is under the E. The UN is to the 

left of of. In the legend, te of united touch at 

tops. R double cut. Two arrow-heads touch 

shafts. Arrow touches A. Small, open 5 C.; well 

placed. (/NX 

This die was used agairTm"l836. 

2 Ob?. Large, rather compact date; low. Small 

top to 5. 

Rer. The die of 1S31 No. 1a and 1833 No. 1. 

The s is under e. The UN is to left of OF. In the 

legend, Ri touch. Die cracks starting from A to 

arrows, top of 5 to laurel, I of united to label. Both 

loops of second s in states defective. 

2a Ob?. Die of No. 2. 

Re?. The die is now badly cracked—edge to 

eagle’s wing, edge to I to label to E, both loops in 

second s in states, a to points of two arrows, 5 to 

laurel. 

3 Obv. Large, open date; well placed. Small 

fiat top to 5. 

Rer. The s is under space between es. The 

un is to the left of of. In the legend, ri touch. 

One arrow-head touches shaft. Arrow very close 

to A. Large 5 c. well placed. Large period. 

3a Obv. Die of No. 3. Die crack from edge 

• through 183 of date. 2$ 

IP. V2 3 4 2 9 
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Die of No. 3, but a bad die break at ca %; 

:7 

7 

Rev. 

in AMERICA. 

4 06r. Die of No. 2. 
jRei’. The s is under the space between the 

es. The UN is to the left of of. In the legend, 

ed, me and ri touch. Two arrow-heads touch 

shafts. Arrow not close to a. Large 5 c., the 5 low, 

the C high. 
4a Same as No. 4. A faint die break runs through 

the four middle stars at right. TUh [■*. 

5 Obv. Small, compact date, low. The 1 higher ■ y \ SD 

than the other figures. T>- £ 

Rev. Die of No. 4, but a die break at left is; —, 

just starting. UX - D s y>-» ip-vX //Vl / C /J ( - 

6 Qby. Die of No. 1. 

Rev. Die of No. 4. 

6a Obv. Die of No. 1. * 
Rev. Die of No. 4, but there is a bad die break 

from T to ribbon and to edge between D and s. For 

the subsequent use of this die see 1836.5. ,- 

7 Obv. Almost identical with die No. 1, but the : j>J) 

8 is higher and the 3 lower. . • .. c.v. 
Rev. The s is under the space between the es. 

The UN is under of. In the legend, all letters are p ^ 

spaced. The top loops in the two s’s in states , 

are defective. One arrow-head touches shaft. Arrow ' y 

close to A. Small 5 C., high. 

This die was used also in 1837. 

7a Obv. Die of No. 7, but third star at left is 

defective. 

f P/-5 
i~£ 

21 Pi 6 

r. I 

Rev. Die of No. 7. 
} F. 5 C s fovL A-ae. 
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7 
Obv. Die of No. 2. 

Itei/. Die of 1832 No. 7 and 1834 No. 3. The 

s is almost under s. The label ends under the 

center of M. In the legend, all letters are spaced. 

The N is defective. No arrow-head touches. Arrow 

not close to a. Large, open 5 C., slightly high. 

9 Obv. Die of No. 2. 

. 7 i f Rev. The s is under s. The un is slightly 

c;, fight of OF. In the legend, me touch. One arrow¬ 

head touches shaft. Arrow distant from A. Small 

5, larger c. 

9a Obv. Die of No. 2. 

fra Rev. Die of No. 9, but a faint die crack is • 

beginning from edge through s. 

10 Obv. Large, open irregular date. The. 18 

(if flower than the 35. Die break from top of cap to 

edge. 

A N*f ft Rev. Die of No. 9, but the die crack shows 

ld 

?U , Ij 
R^ 7^ £ 

A 

>9 
0 0 0 0 O 

from edge through second s of states to label 

The following obverses are alike: 

Nos. 1, 6. 

Nos. 2, 4, 8, 9. 

5 1836 \ 2 * (' 

LV 

3 4 5 
JL . ■* 

■‘7, tic 

klvM3. 

1 Obv. Small, open date, low. 

Rev. Die of 1835 No. 1. £ |/(. 

1a Obv. Same as No. 1, but a vertical die crack, 

running through cap, hair and left part of 6 in 

date. 

Rev. Same as No. 1. 

2 Obv. Small, open date; well placed, the 8 and 

15f, 
—-—» V/W4f, 

& 5 C 4 Sr irJ.f r^rJei. I • _ / + | • 
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3 a trifle lower than other figures. Lower right star 

close to hair. Several stars defective. 

Rev. Die of No. 1. ■ 

Obv. 

3 
V. 

3 Obv. Small, slightly compact, irregular date. 

Slightly low. The 3 lower than the 8 and 6, and 

close to 6. Upper right star distant from cap. 

Rev. The s is to the right of E. The UN is to 

left of of. In the legend, ed, meri are very’ close 

or touch. Large 5 C., high. 

4 Obv. Similar to No. 1, but star close to cap. 

Rev. The UN is slightly to the left of of. The 

O in of is low. In the legend, me touch. The U is 

double cut. Two arrow-heads touch shafts. Arrow 

: h ' C ' * 
^ Li. v 1 

touches A. Large, open 5 c., slightly high. The 5 
/ ft "/< r-' T ~* 

has a broad, curv ed top. 

5 Obv. Die of No. 1a. 

Rev. 

l' u 
It 

Die of 1S35 No. 6, showing the bad "P 

break at left. 

Obv. Die of No. 2. 3/-K bV'4) ^' y 

Rev. The s is almost under s. The UN is 

under OF. In the legend, ted, me and Ri touch. 

The U, N and d are double cut. Arrow close to A. 

The 5 small, the C larger. 5./ x' •- *rj [£ L&c,, 

The following obverses are alike: 

Nos. 1, 5. 

Nos. 2, 6. 

, 18 3 7 N . 
/.-k. 

1 Obv. Small, open date, well centered. 

Rev. The S is under E and space. The UN is 

to the left of of. In the legend, eri touch. One 

arrow-head touches shaft. The first a in America 

, v- h 
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cU 
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is defective. Arrow rather close to A. Large, open 

5 c., high. 

2 Obi\ Similar to No. 1, but date slightly lower. 

A faint die crack runs through cap, cheek and neck, 

x Die of 1S35 No. 7. Small 5 c. s***- d sf 

3 Obi'. Similar to No. 2, but the figure 7 is 

recut at base. 

Rei'. The s is under s. The un is under OF. 

All letters in the legend are spaced. One arrow-head 

touches shaft. Arrow rather close to A. Large, 

open 5 c., high. Top of 5 long. There is a flaw in 

the field between 5 and c. 

3a Obi'. Same as No. 3, but a die crack runs 

through cap and hair. UjnZ nV ^ 

Rev. Same as No. 3. 

\ vN < SEATED LIBERTY TYPE 

The new design by Christian Gobrecht has a 

draped figure of Liberty, seated to the right but head 

turned to the left. Her upraised left hand holds a 

pole on which is a Liberty, cap, and with her right 

hand, she holds the upper corner of a shield which 

rests on the base. On the upper third of the shield 

or chief, are horizontal lines, the heraldic method 

of representing azure or blue. On the lower part 

the required palewise of thirteen pieces, argent and 

gules, are rendered by vertical lines in six pairs. 

From Liberty’s hand holding the shield there is a 

band inscribed liberty which runs diagonally 

across the shield. Liberty’s right foot, sandalled, 

extends almost to the edge. In the field, below the 

base, is the date. 

■1. vUc'. yc Js • fi^M? 
1 
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Reverse: within a wreath of two sprays of 

laurel, tied at the stems with a bow of knotted 

ribbon, are the words half dime, in two lines. 

Each of the sprays of laurel bears 14 leaves and 6 

berries. Legend: united states of America, in 

small letters. The obverse dies were made from a 

hub, the date being omitted. The dates were then 

added to the dies made from this hub as occasion 

required. In 1838, thirteen stars were added to the 

design, seven to the left of Liberty', one between the 

head and cap, and five to the right of the figure. In 

1840, an entirely new hub was made which is 

described in detail under that date. This hub was 

in use as late as 1859. During that year, on account 

of wear, a new hub was made, showing only the most 

minute differences. In I860, another hub was made, 

the legend on the reverse being transferred to the 

obverse. The dies for the reverse were made from 

a single hub, which was in use as late as 1S40, when 

another hub with slight changes was introduced. 

Consequently it is impossible to distinguish the dies 

used, as there is no variation in the spacing of the 

letters or their relation to the wreath. Only when 

some imperfection such as a die-break occurs, can 

the reverse dies be differentiated. Heavy, medium 

and thin lettering is the result of a heavier or 

lighter impress of the hub into the the die when 

being made, or sometimes is the result of a heavier or 

lighter striking of the coin. The type without stars 

was used in the Philadelphia mint in 1837 only. 

It was used in New Orleans in 1S3S only. 
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Liberty Seated, No Stars 

1 Obv. Curved date, the whole double punched 

at the bottom. Later impressions show little or 

none of the double punching, due \o the surface of 

the die wearing down. C 

10 me sun act: ui , 

i_j> Miou fjr-;v 
Rev. half dime within wreath; around, unit¬ 

's. 

C ’ 
ED STATES OF AMERICA, in 

die. Proof.—P LI ft $jf\. 

small 

efr) 

1 
l^u- 

7 r 

Perfect 
C. • 

2 Obv. Probably the die of No. 1, but the ^^517 

double punching of the date does not show. A die ^ ^ 

crack runs through Liberty cap to edge, in base 

under foot, and from shield to edge. . 

Rev. Heavy lettering. Right base of first 

in states and A in America double punched. Tip ^ 

a;, 
of innermost leaf under d notched. 

3 Obv. Same as No. 2, but an earlier stage of 

the die breaks. Ti». ck. 

Rev. Thin lettering. There is a die crack at C 

o of of and at lasCX oTamerica to rim. ^ ^ ? 

4 Obv. Similar, but date in a straight line. 

Perfect die. * L 

Rev. Die of No. 2. 

4a Obv. Die of No. 4, but there is a die break 

from cap to edge. 7 r 

Rev. Die of No. 2. • J ■/J■ - 

5 Obv. Die of No. 4, but there is a die break in 

raised edge at right. 

Rev. Die of No. 1. 

5a Obv. Die of No. 4, but with additional die 

~ j* ( 
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•,1a W , 
pf*’ f1 

UjunC. c 
$ f Jjr, P 

crack just beginning from cap to edge, slanting to 

the left. 

Rev. Die of No. 1. 

5b Obv. Same as No. 4a. 

Rev. Die of No. 1, but die cracks show at top 

of both a’s in America. 

6 Obv. • This die is characterized by a bad flaw 

to right of arm holding Liberty cap, and continuing ^■ 
downward from the knee. Date in straight line. f'-O 

Rev. Die of No. 2, but die crack begins to 

show from A and R of AMERICA to edge. C 

This coin as well as No. 6a and No. 6b, must 

have been struck in 1838, as we find perfect examples 

of this die combined with obverses dated 1838. 

6a Obv. Same as No. 6, but die crack now extends 

from heel to edge. 

Rev. Same as No. 6, but the die cracks more 

pronounced. 

6b Obv. Same as No. 6a, but a further die 

crack runs from Liberty cap to edge. 

Rev. Same as No. 6a. 

1838 P P 

Liberty Seated with Stars 
t'lSS'o* 

1 Obv. The whole figure is badly corroded. 

Reading clockwise the 3rd, 4th, 9th, 11th and l‘2th 

stars are imperfect. High, thin, open date; thin 

stars; lowest left star not low nor close. 

Rev. Thin letters. Die break at first A and 

C of AMERICA. 

a. r 

IF 
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1a Obr. Die of No. 1, but showing, much wear, 

the stars are very thin and a die break runs from 

edge through 13th star. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

2 Ob?. Die of No. 1; a die break shows through 

lowest left star. 

Rct. Thin letters. A flaw in background 

shows from M to E in dime, and from top of E to 

wreath. 

3 Obr. Lowest left star close, and defective. 

Broken die at rim on lower right. There is a flaw 

in Miiddle of right field. 

Rev. Die similar to 1S37 No. 2, showing 

nicked leaf, but there is a flaw in background under 

TES in states, and through OF. 

4 Obv. Lowest left star low and close. No 

defects in stars. rt /*v?jca 

Rev. Die of No. 2. 

5 Obv. Die of No. 4. 

Ret\ Die of 1837 No. 2. 

6 Obv. The 1st, 3rd, and 8th stars defective, bt.it 

r Lowest left star not low but close. ^^1 nl- 5 

Rev. Die of 1837 No. 2. 

7 Obv. Die of No. 6. 

Rev. From another die. Crack runs through 

F of OF into wreath. 

8 Obv. Die of No. 6. 

Rev. Similar, but die cracks at M and I of 

AMERICA. 

9 Obv. The second star is defective. Lowest 

left star low and close. , 

Rev. Die of 1837 No. 2. 
f • 
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10 

s') 

/sj? 

Obv. First star low and close, all of the points 

on this star defective. !rr '* ' 

Rer. Similar to die of 1837 No. 2, but die 

badly broken between America and wreath. 

11 Obv. The 7th, 8th, 11th and 13th stars are 

defective, especially the 11th. Lowest left star 

not so low and rather close. 

Rev. Die of No. 2. 

12 Obv. First star defective and there is a die 

crack through lowest right star. Top of 1 in date 

double cut. 

Rev. Die of No. 7. 

13 Obv. The 2nd, 6th, 9th, 11th, 12th and 13th 

stars defective. Lowest left star low and close. 

Rev. Die of No. 1, but only the faintest 

break at A shows. 

14 Obv. Die of No. 13, but the defects show 

plainer. 

Rev. Die of No. 7. 

A & 

& 

% U r 

f. 

LU :,'0 Mint 
Jt l 

Af lo/g 
+&j a 

1 Obv. Medium open date. No stars. 

Heat* Nr Of* > 

1 JVWA/j. 
Rev. Medium lettering. Rather large o; 

slightly low.o Die break through mint letter, *. 

2 Obv. Low date, almost touches milling. slyZuy,? a 

Medium lettering, no die breaks, V ^ o 

* Vr! " 

Rev. 

V . 

/- v 

(Is 

18 3 9 s 
F 

1 Obv. Thick, compact, high date. Lowest leftu’ / 

star well placed. A slight defect in the 11th. /C ^ S9T 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

' ■? —H^c'K \0^.j?rfl ut-IS 
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fiicv-T w o. 
K4 C-fechr, lA'iW.J. 

2 Obv. Medium open low date, the 9 double cut. 

AU.wU Slight defects show in 5th, 6th, 8th, 9th, and 10th 

P fstars. 

Slight die break at c. 

O Mint 

1 Obv. Open, medium date, slightly high, the 

r- 9 double cut at bottom. Left star slightly low and 

RARE Close. 
Rev. Large o. 

2 Obv. Open, high date. 1 and 9 recut at base. 

Left star well placed. N *3 

x Rev. Die break through first T in states. 

^Small o, slightly to left of center. 

2a Obv. Die of No. 2. 

Rev. Die of No. 2, but a second crack shows 

near the o of of. 

2b Obv. Die of No. 2. 

Wa/4. Rev. Die of No. 2, but the cracks have now 

spread throughout the central part to the lower 

edge. 

3 Obv. Die of No. 2. 

Rev. Small o in the center and well placed. 

Same as No. 3, but the reverse die instead of 

being placed at a half turn, is placed at only a 

quarter turn. 

4 Obv. Date medium placed. The 9th star 

L ^ v defective. 

; Rev. Similar to No. 3, but the O is lower. 

4a Obv. Die of No. 4, but die crack “shows at 

2nd star as well as die break on rim at left. 

(c/f'jUt. 39. - 
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6 
/ 

Rev. Die of No. 4, but die cracks show at D, 

M and wreath. . 

5 Obv. Date high. Left star low and close. 

Die breaks occur at 1st and 4th stars, top of bead P 

and from shield to 8 of date. ^ " -l 

Rev. Similar to No. 3, but the o is lower. 

Obv. Rusted die of No. 4. Die breaks at 

2nd star, head, 9 of date and crack through base to 

edge. 

Rev. Rusted die similar to No. 4; cracked in 

many places. 

18 4 0 p : 7 4- w-ew 

During the year new hubs were made for both 

obverse and reverse. The entire figure was re¬ 

modelled. A fold of drapery shows under the arm 

holding the Liberty cap which has been made 

smaller and less pointed. The shield is now upright 

and the rock behind the figure does not project as 

far. The legend on the reverse is composed pf 

taller letters. (Lob 

1 Obv. “No drapery” from left arm to kneeT 

Compact, high date. 

Rei\ Small letters, a faint die break runs from 

D through E of united into wreath. 

2 Obv. “No drapery.” The right hand part of 

date is lower then the left. Tj^date is medium 

spaced, 1 $ j /• , lx . Q LSjt 

Rev. Small letters, slight defects in the back¬ 

ground show back of the M in AMERICA. 

3 Obv. Similar to No. 2, but the date is a trifle 

lower. 
/ 

■tfkt ^r,\n.c^.)pn-0f 
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Rev. Die of No. 1. 

4 06i’. “No drapery.” Compact, even date; 

well placed. 8th star defective. 

ifa>. Small letters. There is a slight defect in 

background above right hand bow in knot. 

5 Obv. “No drapery.” Open, large date; well 

placed. The 13th star defective. 

Rev. Small letters. There is a flaw in the 

background between m and E of dime. 

6 Obv. “No drapery.” Open large date; slightly 

high. Die crack from top* edge through Liberty 

and 8 to bottom edge. The 6th star is defective. 

Rev. Small letters. 

7 Obv. New die, “drapery” from forearm to 

below knee. Heavy, close^high date. Lowest left 

star neither low nor close. L6t . 
i 

Rev. New die with larger lettering. 

7a Obv. Die of No. 7. 

ft 

,\L 

rU M-f 
17 r. w t-l 1 

l r ?/* J 

C. 
u r° 
rOL 

Mr 7*1. 

V>lo 

Pcrf IvW n3*~] 

Rev. Die of No. 7, but straight line scratches 

in die back of uni, and a and c of America. ^ 

f. No /-o’, fr) \" l'— *tr.. &ZI: 
0 Mint . £ 7C7? 

1 Obv. “No drapery.” Small, uneven date; 

rather high. Lowest left star close. The 1st, 8th, 

11th and 13th stars defective. A'l9<3 

Rev. Large, rather thin 0. Small letters. U£:(Ej O 

2 Obv. “No drapery.” Small, open date; r- 

rather high. Lowest left star rather low and close. 

The 3rd and 9th stars defective. 

Rev. Small letters. Crack at u of united H 

and at bottom of wreath, o medium size, rather 

low and a little to the left. 
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H. Z 

yi7«5 

3 Obv. “No drapery.” High date. Lowest 

left star not low. The 1st, 3rd, 5th and 10th stars 

defective. 

Rev. Small letters. Small o, well placed. Die 

crack at A in states, and first and last A in AMERICA. 

4 Obv. “No drapery’.” Lowest left star not ~ 

low but close. The 2nd, 5th, Gth and 12th stars /^ /7 0 ^LA/4 

defective. Date high. LI 

Rev. Small o, well placed. A die crack runs if C'~L ~ 

from m of dime, through o and bow knot to edge. 

5 Obv. New die with drapery. Compact date. 

Lowest left star not low nor close. LavN/ y 

Rev. New die with large lettering. Small O, 

well placed. A die break shows from right hand 

stem to edge. D M I fi 

1841 f r 1 

hin* 
i:^f. 

H. / 'A 

fU -*• ~.o n J 'V .. \ 
AI7#: Ortp-W* 
o; Lkj Ui oW. 

Al)f7 

/WJ~ tvX • 
f DrV 

1 Obv. The two l’s in date lower than the 8 

and 4. A scratch in die shows below arm holding 

Liberty cap. tf/nX. * (T) 

Rev. Heavy lettering. A slight flaw above D 

of UNITED. Proof.y*(W- 

2 Obv. First 1 and 84 high, last 1 low. A 

slight flaw between 10th and 11th stars. 

Rev. Thin lettering. Struck from a shallow 

die. 24- obv ^ 

3 Obv. Date high; the 8 and 4/touch. They are 

slight flaws near 1st, 2nd, 3rd,/5th, 7th, 10th and 

12th stars. 

ser. 

Rev. Die of No. 2. 

*4. \p~^) Oh . ^ V/, avc f\ cr 

r 
la 

/W\ Wwai, 

^■Cfck U.n~ ■ 
5 My 

•V /l- -V“ 

r. 

% 



Vvwv3. r 

A-ffr 

q _N) — V 
0 " ', 

A/tm VA^J 
IvWM / 

•E 

^ P/^v ^ /4- 
tW/zV' /. 
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O Mint 

1 Ofo. Open date, well placed, the last 1 low. 

Lowest left star not low nor close. 

Rev. Small o to left of center. Medium 

lettering. 

1a Obv. Die of No. 1. 

Rev. Die of No. 1, but die breaks begin and 

show at N of united, first T, A and last s of states 

and last a of America. 

2 Obv. Even date, slightly high. 

Rev. Die of No. 1, but cracked as in No. 1A. 

3 Obv. Rather high date, the 8 and 4 double 

cut'at bottom. The 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 10th 

stars defective. 
Rev. Medium o well placed. Heavy lettering. 

A die break is beginning at R of America. (yT. 

4 ~ Obv. Tall, open date, not near base. The 

figure of Liberty is rough as if from a rusty die. 

Rev. Medium o. Light lettering. Die cracks 

at U to leaf and edge, A and final s in states, and 

r and final a in America. 

5. o. HC iw’XM 
0L~,r U- >jr ^184 2 ?: 

X 

$|v>~ E 
( 

VI Ci Uof'r<r~J 
L0\ /It, I A*. 

?: J 4 4 

1 Obv. Open, heavy date, high. The 2 is a 

little lower than the other figures. Defects near 1st, 

. ( , i, / 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 9th, 10th, and 11th stars. 

a ! 
Rev. Medium lettering. Perfect die. Proof. 

* ‘ V 

lA 
V j 1/ 

* (. 

Obv. Die of No. 1. 

WW//2.. Rev. Die of No. 1, but a crack shows from 

first T of states through H of half, to rim at 

L » r 
C l .1-tVT 

f\ -L UC-A' 

hi tn * 1*1 -v 
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bottom and from o of of through wreath, f and E 

.to bottom. There are several other die cracks 

through center of coin. 

2 Obv. Die of No. 1, but beginning to show wear, 

the defects around stars are not as pronounced. 

Rev. The die of 1841 No. 2. 

2a Obv. Die of No. 2, but die crack from edge 

through head, star, cap and the next two stars. 

Rev. Die of No. 2. 

3 Obv. Tall date, medium spaced. All stars 

perfect. The 84 closer together. Edge of rim 
broken at left and bottom. 

Rev. Medium lettering. A slight break at 
C of AMERICA. 

4 Obv. Heavy date, well placed, bases of 4 and 

2 lower than the 1 and 8. 10th, 11th, 12th, and 13th 
stars defective. 

Rev. Heaving lettering. Die cracks at D of 

united and second t in states, both of which run 
into wreath. 

O Mint : •*. lyVjt* 4. 

1 Obv. Heavy, compact, rather high date. 

Slight defect between 10th and 11th star. 

Rev. Small o to left of center. Heavy lettering. 
2 Obv. Slender, open, medium date. 

Rev. Small o, to left of center. Medium 
lettering. 

3 Obv. Slender somewhat compact medium date. 

Rev. Small o, thin lettering. Possibly the 
same die as No. 2. 



-IS 
\ A 

THE EXITED STATES J- 

9 K <*- 
UJ ; 

Js'- 
'> 

w *3* 

18 4 3 ^ i A, 7 

1 06r. Heavy, high date. Hea\y stars. De¬ 

fects at oth, 6th, 7th, Sth, 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th 

stars. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

1a Obv. Die of No. 1. P pA'C / 

Rcik Die of No. 1, but a slight die crack at 

_ M- first T of STATES. 

2 Obv. Date not as high, also thinner. § R - 

(Z^y.: 

Stop 

\ 

)*■ 

*+ ft «v,V 
jL 

’ r>~ 

Rev. Medium lettering. Die crack starting 

at F of HALF, and runs through A of AMERICA, and 

another crack runs across field through a and M of 

value. 

3 Obv. Large, not so high date. Figures 8 and 4 

close together. Flaw between 10th and 11th stars. 

Rei\ Heavy lettering. 

4 Obv. Similar to No. 3, but lighter numerals. 

Rev. Badly cracked die of No. 2. 

5 Obv. Slender, rather open date, not high. 

Stars not heavy. Die crack through e of liberty 

in shield to edge. 

Rev. Thin lettering. 

Die crack enlarged, running now to right 

Die of No. 5. 

Compact, low date. 1 and 8 recut at 

Flaw shows between 10th and 11th stars. 

Rev. Thin lettering. * l/' , 

..' ‘till 
1 Obv. Heavy, compact date. Tall and SJhigh. 

ft Inc'SL 

5a Obv. 

edge, js- 

Rev. 

6 Obv. 

bottom. 

Medium stars. 
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’ . / I / 4 J? (J kW 
Medium lettering. Proof. -' V'W 
Heavy, perfect date, medium spaced. i 

til. 

£ 

Rev. 

2 06». 
The last 4 a trifle low. Medium stars. , , 

Medium lettering. Proof. 

3 Obv. 

€ ‘ 

Medium lettering. Proof 

Heavy, perfect date, medium spaced. ; J 

The 1 lower than other figures, but the 1 at the top, 

and the 8 at the bottom show double impressions 

due to the fact that when the date was punched in a 

slight slipping occurred which was later rectified by 

smoothing off the surface of the die. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

3a Obv. Die of No. 3, but the imperfections at 

date barely show. ** 
Rev. A slight die break occurs at F in OF. 

u '■ 

9 UN*- 

1(E) 

O Mint 

r4 ‘ Z'n-is- 

,1,' 
£vf-, 

CM. ’ ’ 

‘ t f Vj. 

1 Obv. 

E 2 

Rather high and even date. vn,erUwNS 

Rev. Large o. Thin lettering. 1 ~ A/jQi/V Jsi 

Obv. Die of No. 1. 

X ■QU 
Rev. Small round o,Jow. Rev. upset. h/*SX' 

c As : Rt^A. /L4cD A/J7I3 
1846 >*• 

J: 
1 OZw. Small, high date. The 1 tall and spaced, 

the 845 almost touch, the 4 is low and the 5 is high. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

1a Obv. Die of No. 1. 

Rev. Die of No. 1. A die crack runs through 

u into wreath. Proof. PN/3 J cl 
2 Obv. Die of No. 1. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. The ica is close to < 

edge. 

rt* 

/VC- vA n/c- 
U 

CjiU-rf 

U. VI f i 

£ AJ 

A/ ^\OzJ ^ b 
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L 

UwJ *. 

Heavy, compact date, well centered, the 

Die cracks at 1st and 2nd, 3rd and 4th 

kvv U 7 

3 Obv. 

w,/|| 5 high, 
stars. 

ifo;. Medium lettering. 

3a Obv. The die crack now extends through base 

into date. 

Rev. The die of No. 3. 

4 Obv. Date medium spaced. The 84 are 

lower than the 1 and 5. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. Defect in background 

back of ate in states, and last A in America. 

5 Obv. Small date, medium spaced. All nu- 

i4 merals show they have been twice punched, and 
M 

i_3 s’V' —v < 

the 5 looks as if it had been made over from a 3. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. . , 

,6 Obv. Heavy, low date. The 1 very close to 

milling, the 5 high. The 5th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 

and 12th stars show defects around them. c7 77, 

Rev. Medium lettering. (Tjg 

18 4 6 2:2 

AO-*- Obv. 1 high. Large date, 4 and 6 close. . Jhe ^ 

11///7 N ica' ) openings in the figures are partly filled up. >a. L. M 

Heavy lettering-! f A ^ * 

^,/r ... [ ! L‘ 1 847 

1 Obv. Heavy date. All numerals touch base, 

bottoms of 1 and 7 near edge, 1 and 8 recut.. De¬ 

fects show at 1st, 2nd, 5th, and 10th stars. 

. Rev. Heavy lettering. 
U^/V) Jk (i ‘ 1 r-Or 
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>1,* 

i/.T- /v"? m' 
2 Obv. Thin date. All numerals touch base but L ^ 

not both points of the 7. The 4 and 7 are close. ~ ^ 

i tj Defects show around every star. r /. T) C '' *4 

Heavy lettering. Proof. 'J ^ ^ Vr& 

3 Obv. Medium date. 1 and S touch base. 

Date not close to edge. Defect shows only between 

10th and 11th stars. 

Rev. Heavy’’ lettering. 

4 Obv. High date. 1 heavier than on other 

varieties. 4 and 7 spaced. Defect between 5th 

and 6th star. There is a slight die crack at 184 of 

date, and at 7th star to head. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. 

5 Obv. Die of No. 4, showing die break more 

extended. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

'Di n. t 

I Sc u.] 
A y 1848 P: 

in p/W M ( . 

VH n.n P 

CIO Cl Ly V V L/ LA L. Cl 1 v A v_- V v-1 O'  XO LA J-/OV C• 

Tall, compact, high date. All numerals crAlf / j~ 

\. 5th, 7th, 8th, and 10th stars defective. \ r v * 

1 Ofac Large date, overruns base. Large stars. 

8th to 12th stars defective. E 

Rev. Heavy lettering. 

2 Obv. Compact, small, high date. All figures 

touch base; all stars defective. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

2a Same as above but the reverse is upset. 

3 Obv. 

touch base. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

4 Obv. Small open date. All numerals touch. . .., /'y n C 

Defects show between 5th and 6th stars, and 10th r;* * 

and 11th'stars. /030 (JLllI V C/A f ^ 'jJ 

W M g Mut nf 
!i.P\ 

1. CkC.** (4 •'V- 
n 

l-Lu/, Js.12 vo, k , si fxt i. MVwAjT a. Cvo S. VrV y • 
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f? vJ Li) & w.Aw,ca o 

Rev. Medium lettering. Upset reverse, proof. 

5 Obv. Very similar to above but stars show no 

defects and the denticulations at milling are double 
struck. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. Die cracks at ME of 

DIME to C of AMERICA, also E of UNITED to H of 
HALF. 

6 Obv. Similar to No. 4, but the numerals are 

lighter and do not lap over the base. 

Rev. From another die. A bad crack through 

A of states through wreath to bottom branching off 
through t and n of united. 

7 Obv. Small, compact date. 184 very close to 
base, last 8 clear. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

7a Obv. Die of No. 7. 

Rev. Die of No. 7. A crack, n of united, 

through h of half and e of states. 
< , ,•' -. i. j <> /ly 

-1-' 
UvH. 

4 

& 3; tfh 2. Lv 1 

1 Obv. Large high date. Second 8 merges. 

Large stars; several defective. The end of shield 
l^jyi / points to the top of 1. 

<*■ $ t (rrvj’ Rev* Medium lettering. Large o. 

2 Obv. Similar. The end of shield points to the 

Ml 71 left part of 1. (Vi^- 

Rev. Slender lettering, o. ^ E- 

•n Q E 4 3- 

1849 ■ : % 

H'<4# 

1 Obv. Small, rather compact date, high. 184 

touch base. Heavy numerals and stars. Slight 

o t Ims 

A i ' 4 3 A/rsC-i- VT ■ 
I n. 

c. *5. W . i $47 0. mvA/?. : 
$ Ly 0. L— G** ^ j*.- ■'N J’1' 
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defects show at 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 

and 12th stars. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. 

2 Obv. Numerals rather slender. Open date, 

not so high. Does not touch base. The 9 shows a 

defect in the opening. Defect between 10th and 

11th stars. 

Rev. Medium lettering. Die cracks at N of 

UNITED, D of DIME, H of HALF, T of STATES, and bow 

of wreath. 

3 Obv. Perfect, compact date; short numerals; 

slightly high but do not touch. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. 

3a Obv. Die of No. 3. 

Rev. There is a slight die break at left stem 

of wreath. 

4 Obv. Compact, small numerals, well placed. 

The 9 shows it has been stamped over an 8, as 

both loops of the latter figure show slightly at the 

right. 

Rev. Die of No. 3, but a die break runs from 

first s of states through wreath to bottom edge. 

5 Obv. Almost identical with No. 4, but very 

few defects around the stars and only the lower loop 

of the 8 shows under the 9. 

Rev. Medium weight lettering, perfect dies. 

6 Obv. Open not high date, with slender nu¬ 

merals. 

Rev. • Medium lettering. Slight die breaks at 

F, R and right stem of wreath. 

WV-N 2 ^■p,r 

fh
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7 Obv. Open low date. Short, rather heavy 

numerals. The 9 low. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. 

. 8 Obv. Small open date, rather low. 
*» | \ 

Rei'. Rather heavy lettering, all spaced. Proof. 

, 8a Obv. Die of No. S, but die crack at last three 

fi-vSE (l, . „ s‘ars into foot of Liberty. ' j, ^ 
Rev. The cracked die of No. 6. v . ^ J ,— 

.v !'/' j. 

t *jj,, » • 

L l M — 
r» » * « * 

r , 
VrfN 

ft- ) 

7 

j—T kv t 

' U 3 

' 

; C4 
A I 

11 
O Mint 

1 Obv. Small, open, medium date. Die crack, 

three lowest stars at left, and at 8 of date. 

Rei*. Medium lettering. Large o. Die crack 

at t in united, and M of America. 

2 Obv. Heavy date. Imperfections at 5th, 9th, 

10th, 11th, 12th, and 13th stars. 

Rev. Perfect die of No. 1. 

IfF / fT/-, 9 Ir-'s 

U!t U V }2^-« *-• bT.‘, / ‘ 

' 'A 

> 

' * 

Kj 'i, t J 

(, (c.J(JUVl.fCW V2,c/4 
TET. 

*/ IS . W- A»^e 

1850 ?2 

1 Ofo. Numerals touch base. 

-Per. Medium lettering. 

2 Ota’. The 18 and 5 touch base. 

^ 'v -Rei’. Medium lettering. Proof. 

3 Obv. 1 touches base. 850 are close.^ 
-Ret’. Medium lettering. ^ ^ A / 

4 Ofo. Date close to base. The 1 almost 

touches. 

ifer. Rather slender lettering. 

5 Ofo. Date does not touch base. Compass 

point shows. E//-y 

Rev. Medium lettering. Cracks starting at 

E and D of UNITED, run into wreath. h ' J ) 
i {/ 
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O Mint 

1 Obv. Open date, clear of base. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. Large Q; high. 

1a Obv. Die of No. 1, but a faint break shows at 

third star. 

Rev. Die of No. 1, but a break shows between 

f of of and a of America. 

2 Obv. Medium open date, clear of base. 

Defects between 10th and 11th stars, and a faint 

. die crack runs through nearly all of the stars. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. Round, fat O. L. 

3 Obv. Compact, low date, not close to base. ' 
Rev. Medium lettering. Medium o, near 

wreath. 

4^ Obv. Small, rather low date. Not close to 

base. 

Rev. Slender lettering. Small o.^ Small pits 

in the die about united states. 

18 51 i 

1 Obv. Open, high date, all numerals touch base. 

Defects near 5th, 8th, 10th, and 12th stars. 

Rev. Medium lettering. Proof, i :x_cv' :■> ' 

1a Obv. Die of No. 1. v 

Rev. Die of No. 1. Crack at un. .. ' 

2 Obv. Open, low date. Defects near 5th, Sth, 

10th, and 12th stars. 

Rev. Medium lettering. Die break through 

M of AMERICA. 

17 ’ O Mint 

1 Obv. Numerals 51 touch base. Faint die 

break through last five stars.’ /;n * i 
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/ • 

, r u>« 

Rci'. Slender letters. Large o; crack from ES 

in states through OF and AMERic. 

2 Obv. Numerals very close to base; all touch 

but the S. Die flaw over cap and 9th and 10th 

stars. ; 

Rev. Heavy letters. Large O. 

V 

v 

yf,^\ 

1852 2; 3 

~ ^ f-j / 

* 

1 Obv. High, compact date. Defect between 

10th and 11th stars. 

Rev. Medium letters. A die imperfection 

extends from a of states to o of of. 

2 Obv. Open date, high but not touching 

r rFlaws at Sth, 10th, 11th, and 12th stars. £ 

- 
f- i - > 

Medium lettering. Flaws in background 

at T of UNITED, TE of STATES and R of AMERICA. 

3 Obv. Rather compact date; high. The 1 

heavy. Flaw between 10th and 11th stars. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. Proof. I 

3a Obv. Die of No. 3. 

Rci’. Die of No. 3, but a die crack runs through 
RI of AMERICA. 

4 Obv. Open date, high. The 1 light. A faint 

die crack through first five stars. 

ReiK Medium lettering. Die breaks through 

top of united, and through both stems of wreath. 

( /;> 
/ 

0 Mint 

1 Obv. Medium, rather open date. 

Rev. Rather heavy lettering, ame touch, and 

E of dime touches berry. Medium o, low. 
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1853 cf w t-'O 

During this year a change was made in the 

weight of the silver coins, the half dimes were ^ c \ ? v- 

reduced from 20.8 grains to 19.2 grains. To dis¬ 

tinguish those struck under the new law, arrow-heads 

were added to each side of the date. This practice 

was carried on for three years and then dropped. 

No Arrow-heads (135 

1 Obv. Rather large, open date; heavy numerals. 

Date does not touch base. 

Rev. Medium lettering. Faint die breaks 

shows at top of uni of united and mer of America/ 

1a Obv. Die of No. 1, but a faint die break runs 

through bottom of the date. 

Rev. Die of No. 1, but the die crack shows 

plainer. 

kW H{, 

^ T i/J 0 >V—) 

With Arrow-heads 

2 Obv. Date high. 1 touches, 8 very close. 

There is a slight defect at bottom of the 1 and top 

of the 8. Numerals medium and rather close. 

Small arrows close to numerals, and both touch 

base. Defects around 10th, 11th and 12th stars. 

Some specimens show a slight imperfection at right 

center of 1. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

2a Obv. Die of No. 1, but the defects do not 

show as clearly about the stars, and the flaw below 

base of the 1 has disappeared. 

Rev. Die of No. 1. 
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3 Obv. Date high, the 1 only touches base. Thin 

base to 1. Tall, slender, spaced numerals. Small 

arrows, close to numerals but do not touch base. 

• Rev. Thin lettering. 

4 Obv. Open, medium date, 1 high and with a 

thin base. Small arrows close to numerals, and 

both touch base. 

Rev. Medium lettering. There is a flaw in 

the field between bow-knot and wreath at right. 

4a Obv. Die of No. 4, but die crack runs from 3 

through arrow to base. 

Rev. Die of No. 4. 

4b Obv. Die of No. 4. 

Rev. Die of No. 4, but there is a die break 

between A and t of states, and at left stem of 

wreath. 

5 Obv. Die of No. 4. 

Rev. From another but similar die to No. 4. 

Heavy lettering. A flaw in the background above 

bow-knot at right. 

6 Obv. Die almost identical to No. 4, but a die 

break shows on the 11th and 12th stars. 

Rev. Die similar to No. 4, but a die break at 

right of second T and at final s in states. 

7* Obv. Die almost identical to No. 4, but a die 

break runs from 5 to edge. 

Rev. Die almost identical to No. 4, but a die 

break runs from left top of second T and from final 

s in states. 

8 Obv. Date heavy, high. Left hand arrow 

touches base; right hand does not. 

0E V3 

j}. V£ 

<? i ~ L r A 

i f 5"*-. F, tvi T'W - r« > Xr . 
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Rev. Medium lettering. Die crack at uni of 

UNITED. 

9 Obv. High date. 1 and 3 slightly heavy. 

Right arrow smaller. Both touch base; the left one 

overlaps. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

9a Obv. Die of No. 9. 

Rev. Cracks at first T and between E and s in 

states, and right hand stem. . 

10 Obv. Thin, open date, medium placed. Base 

of 1 thin. Right hand arrow high, left hand arrow 

lower. 

Rev. Rather light lettering. Die cracks at 

right stem and uni of united, and between f and a. 

11 Obv. Rather small, open, low date. Left 

arrow touches base; right one almost touches. 

Rev. Medium lettering. • • 

12 Obv. Medium, open, low date. Medium 

arrows, left one not so high, close to 1 and to the 

milling; right one slightly larger, low and close to 

numeral and milling. 

Rev. Die similar to No. 4. Lettering a trifle 

thinner. 

0 Mint 

Without Arrow-heads 

1 Obv. No arrows at date. Rather large, open 

date. Slender, tall numerals. 1 touches base, 8 WfVl' 

very close. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. Large O, 

slightly low. Go^ 
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With Arrow-heads 

2 Obv. Medium, open, rather high date. 1 

almost touches base, 3 low. Small arrows; both 

high and not close to numerals. Crack from base 

to edge back of 3. 

Rev. Rather heavy lettering. Crack at second 

5 of STATES. Medium o, high. 

3 Obv. Medium, open, thin date. Not low but 

C. j\/\-ji C not close to base. Small arrows; left one touches 

xp .sS base, right one nearly does. 

\/0^ , Rev. Heavy lettering. Large o, near right 

^ ' bow. 

| ' . 4 QbVm Similar to No. 3, but 1 larger and 

(/ U.\ So€_y heavier. Arrows a trifle closer. 

Rev. Die of No. 3. 

6 Obv. Rather large, open date, high but not 

touching. Both arrows just touch base and are 

close to numerals. Defect under righthand arrow. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. Large o, low, 

nearer left bow. 

1854 P:2 

1 Obv. High wide date. All the tops of the 

numerals merge with the base. Right arrow touches 

crosslet of 4 and the milling. Left arrow is clear and 

the shaft is half way down the standard of the 1. 

rQ 4 Lv.- ;-v 

v-v rt 
v * i 

7 

* tCL 

1 

VZ1 

Hi. 

- UCT. 

.t ^ 

N ~L- 

, A 

f prt 

Rev. Heavy lettering. Die crack at u of 

united to edge. 

2 Obv. Open, high date, the numerals touch the 

base. Left arrow high, close to point of 1 and £ 

touches milling. Right one is close to base and 

milling, the shaft is higher than in No. 1. ^ r r 

oV, V3 IXV> 

St«r- ‘-i 

•p 

*iS 
h i r~/ 

"liw. * 

( 
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Rev. Medium lettering; perfect dies.. Proof. 

2a Obv. Die of No. 2, but a die crack runs from 

base through 185 of date. 

Rev. Die of No. 2, but crack at left stem to 

edge. 

3 Obv. Rather compact, high date, quite similar 

to No. 2, but the 1 and 8 closer. The right arrow is 

the larger and is close to the 4 and touches the mill¬ 

ing. The loop of the 5 almost closed and the 5 and 

4 are closer to one another. The left arrow touches 

the point of the 1 and the milling, and is close to the 

base.- 

Rev. Rather heavy lettering. A slight die de¬ 

fect between un of united. 

3a Obv. Same as No. 3, but the tip of upper serif 

of the 1 does not show. 

Rev. Die of No. 3 but crack at first A in Amer¬ 

ica. 

4 Obv. Open rather high slender date, the S a 

trifle more slanting, the 5 touches base. Small 

arrows, both touch milling, the left, the smaller, is 

close to the short serif of the 1 but is clear of the 

base. Right arrow is close to 4 and the base. The 

loop of the 5 is open. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

4a Obv. Same as No. 4. . 

Rev. Same as No. 4, but has die cracks at 

left stem to edge and c of America to edge. 

5 Obv. Small open low date. Open loop 5. 

Small arrows, the left one rather high but not close 

to 1 or base though it touches the milling. Right 

N! . 

7 {£) 'V 4 , A#r V, r. {• 2 in. 

k ://. 
L 
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arrow clear but close to milling. There is a die 

fault in the field to right of Liberty. 

Rev, Medium lettering. 

6 Obv. Smallest arrows and small date and 

v slender stars. Struck from worn die. 

Rev. Hal her heavy lettering. 

0 Mint 

1 Obv. High date. All numerals and right 

arrow touch base. Left arrow smaller and close. 

The die has been very badly scratched and fine 

lines show all over the figure and shield. 

Rev. Heavy lettering, o large and slightly 

low. 

2 Obv. Medium, even numerals. 1, 8 and 5 

touch base. Small arrows close to base and nu¬ 

merals. 

Rev. Die of No. 1. Cracks at t of united and 

between me of America. 

3 Obv. Tall, even numerals. 1, 8 and 5 touch 

.base. Small arrows, well placed. £*”(', f . 

Rer. Rather slender lettering, o high. 

4 Obv. High date. 1 and 8 touch base. Large 

arrows, high and close to numerals; right one close 

to base. Both arrow points touch milling. 

Rev. Rather heavy lettering. o close to 

s.(5). 
d. 3 

G 1 

DIME. 

18 5 5 . ’; £ 

1 Obv. Compact, medium, low date. Crack at 

top of 55. Large arrows merge in base, touch 

milling and close to numerals. 
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Rev. Rather slender lettering. 

2 Obv. Medium, low date, not quite as compact. 

A flaw at base of 1. Loop of second 5 open. Large 

arrows merge a little more on base; close to numerals 

but not close to milling. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering; slightly heavier 

than that of No. 1. 

3 Obv. Very similar to No. 1, but a die crack 

runs from between second and third star to arm 

and from knee to last star. Arrows nearly touch 

milling. • 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. 

4 Obv. Similar but arrow point not so near 

the 1. 

Rev. Medium lettering. Crack runs from 

edge through n of united, wreath, m of America 

to edge. 

5 Obv. Similar to No. 1, but left arrow shaft not 

so low or close to the 1. Defect through upper part 

of S55 of date. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. The d and E of dime 

are close to berries. Crack at R of America. 

6 Obv. Open, medium, low date. Large arrows; 

both run into base and are close to milling 

Rev. Medium lettering. ProofrE. 

0 Mint M<£0- ’Uo'* 

1 Obv. Open, medium date. Large arrows, 

high, almost touch milling and close to numerals. 

Proofs of this are known. 

Rev. Slender lettering. Thin o, rather low. 

hlTzl 

t 
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Obv. Same as No. 1, but stars and Liberty cap 

on right are connected by crack. The die is also 

badly rusted. 

1856 p; 2 

No Arrow-heads 

1 Obv. Small, heavy, compact, * high date. 

Curved top to 5, 6 coarse, 185 especially compact. 

Tip of shield points to 1. A peculiarity of the 

coins of this date is that the denticulations of the 

milling are not well struck up. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

2 Obv. Medium, rather high date. 185 compact. 

Straight top to 5, 6 coarse. Tip of shield points to 

left of 1. 
) r>v-«. c/ Medium lettering. Proof.*“E 

3 Obv. Similar to above but shield points to 

left part of 1. Curved top to 5, 6 coarse. 

Rev. Similar to No. 1. 

3a Obv. Die of No. 3, but flaw at milling at ninth 

star. 

5*> w*.1 -<s 

*\ “ SJ. wf Lb’* 

Rev. Die of No. 3. 

4 Obv. Open, medium, high date. 1 and 8 

heavy. Curved top to open loop to 5, 6 perfect. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. 

5 Obv. Open, medium, rather low date. Curved 

top to 5, 6 perfect. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. 

6 Obv. Low, open date, running slightly uphill. 

Curved top to 5, 6 perfect. 

Rev. Slender lettering. 1 . 7 
■ c -r 416. l*>/4 , \ fiGC- Db 

Hi Uf<G- 
r 
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7 Obv. Similar to No. 5, but heavy date. Curved 

top to 5, 6 coarse. Flaw between 10th and 11th 

stars. 

Rev. Slender lettering. 

8 Obv. Open, rather even, heavy, low date. 

Loop of 5 closed. 6 coarse. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

O Mint 0 ' f. 

1 ' Obv. Small, irregular, compact, high date; 1 

and 6 low; 85 high and close, 5 and 6 heavy. 

Rev. Medium lettering. Medium o; slightly 

low. 

2 Obv. Open, even, well placed date. 1 low. A 

faint die break runs through the right hand stars. 

Loop of 5 closed. £ ^ ^ tr 

Rev. Medium lettering. Medium o. Slightly 

high. 

3 Obv. Medium date, 1 low, open loop 5. 

Rev. Die crack at un in united. 

4 Obv. Medium placed date, 1 and S low. 

Cracks at 1 to milling, toe to milling and forehead 

to milling. 

Rev. Die of No. 2. 

5 Obv. Close date, loop of 5 closed. 

Rev. Small O, medium lettering. Flaw between 

UN. ’ 

1857 . . 

Early in 1857 the hub, having become badly 

worn, was retouched. The most noticeable differ- 
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« ' V* 

cnees are in the drapery between the figure of 

Liberty and the flagpole, and a dent on the inside 

> '' • *- point of the third star. The coins struck from dies 

before the changes were made, are No. 1, and Nos. 

1, 2 and 3 of the New Orleans mint. 

1 Obv. High, open date, 1 high, 7 low. Loop of 

5 closed; defect between 11th and 12th stars. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

2 Obv. Medium, high, numerals away from edge, 

the 1 nearest the base, open date, thin lettering. 

Loop of 5 open. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. 

3 Obv. Open, medium, high date; well placed; 

heavy figures; loop of 5 closed, the 7 nearest the 

base. 

Rev. Medium lettering. Proof. 

4 Obv. Open, medium, date, well centered; 7 

low. The loop of the 5 is about closed. 

Rev. Medium lettering. Perfect die. 

4a Obv. Die of No. 4. 

Rev. Die of No. 4, but die flaw from wreath to 

C of AMERICA. 

5 Obv. Similar to No. 4, but date a little more 

extended. The loop of the 5 is open and a flaw 

shows from left of 1 to edge. 

Rev. Medium lettering. There is a defect in 

the second s of states, and through e of America to 

edge. 

6 Obv. Almost identical with No. 5. The loop 

of the 5 is open. 

Rev. Light lettering. 

K’j s- us.: ' .-w -r : p 
Lrfi -i 0)^-5 

f 
L ■ w * 

( j 
Lt - 

M L vi,1 

i/!,.>■ „r C.A, tt.l 

i V.(CUM*V" £T ^^b '!vf- \ i> 

L ('U 
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well placed. Thick numerals. 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

8 Obv. Low, open date. Loop of 5 nearly closed. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. 

9 Obv. Close even well placed date. The die is 

badly worn. _ ^ 

Rev. Light lettering. k-Z-j J 
J. C ■ l 

O Mint ru o’ r' 
1 Obv. Rather high, compact date; 1 rather 

high, almost touches; 7 low. A faint die break runs 

through the first five stars at left, and a line run 

from rock to base at left. 

Rev. Slender lettering. Medium o, slightly 

low. ' 

2 Obv. Die of No. 1. ^ ^ 

Rev. Slender lettering. Medium o, low. . 

3 Obv. Open, rather high date; 1 high but clear; 

5 has open loop. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. Large o, low. 

3a Obv. Die of No. 3, but a die crack runs through 

the stars at right. 

Rev. Die of No. 3. _ 

4 Obv. Open date, heavy7~not High. The loop 

of 5 is closed. Retouched die. 

Rev. Medium lettering. Medium o, not so 

low. 

5 Obv. Small open well placed date. Open loop 

5, the 7 shorter. 

Rev. Slender lettering. Medium o rather low. 
\ > 
i / 
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6 Obi\ Medium well placed open date, not quite 

as high as No. 2. Loop of o almost closed. 

Rrv. Medium o, well placed. 

i-J 1 8 5 8 p: % 
* % „ ./* * h ^ ^ ^ 

1 1 Obv. Small compact high date. Tip of shield 

points to left end of 1. Loop of 5 almost closed. 

The second 8 low. Pendant on edge of skirt over¬ 

right part of 5. 

Rei'. Medium lettering. 

2 Obv. Similar to No. 1, but tip of shield points 

to right of 1. Skirt-pendant over center of 5. 

Rei'. A bad die flaw in sta of states and thence 

under tes into OF. Flaw at right stem. 

3 Obv. Date slightly more open and slightly 

lower. Tip of shield points to left end of 1. Skirt- 

pendant to right of 5, the loop of which is open. 

Rev. Medium lettering, probably die of No. 2 

before flaws at lettering developed. 

4 Obv. Date not so heavy and a trifle more ex¬ 

tended than on No. 1, and a trifle lower. Shield 

points to left tip of 1, skirt-pendant over right part 

of 5. 

n, / 0<\ 

Un>. N ■ 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

4a Obv. Die of No. 4. 
r—‘ 

Rei'. Die of No. 4, but a die break from second 3 

t of states to edge. Proof. 

5 Obv. Medium open low date. The shield 

points to left of 1, skirt-pendant over right center 

of 5. Die cra_cks through first three and last three 

stars. 7W ~ 

L , 
A 

la ■> i 

(A Vj 

kuAj i931 pdld. 

civ? Jfr C//cS to 
A T -v> - *• 

? . nJ'rr I j l 
; L ' y.yrir, . Ac N f. 

i c 

(k L 
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Rev. 

Obv. 

Rev. 

Obv. 

Medium lettering. c[^ APt&Cfi 
Low, open date, open loop 5. 

Medium lettering. 

Low, open date, lower than No. 6. The 

loop of the 5 nearly closed. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. 

8 Obv. Low date, the last 8 lower than the other 

figures. The 1 and upper part of the 5 well struck 

up, the two 8’s not so well struck. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. Proof. 

O Mint O.W^^ 1(0 
'J jJl 1} 

1 Obv. Medium, high, open date; 8 low. A die 

crack extends from Liberty’s toe to edge. 

Rev. Medium lettering. Medium o; low. 

1a Obv. Die of No. 1. 

Rev. Die of No. 1, but die breaks show at 

second t of states, and I of America. 

2 Obv. Close, medium placed date. 

Rev. Medium lettering. Roundish o; very 

low and to right. 

3 Obv. Die of No. 2. 

Rev. Medium lettering, break at c of America, 

extending to leaf, stem and ribbon, o low and to 

the left. 

4 Obv.* Very low, compact date. 8 si 

Rev. Similar to No. 1; die break between s of 
'V. 

states and o of of. 

18 59 I: 1,3 
During the year a new obverse hub was made, 

but used only on those coins struck at the Phila- 

B 

H J^V<0 

(cj o r'JS^ 
C'v AP. 

NH1 

£ ■ 
oU'3 

Kv 4- i-v f 

*"79. 
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N\LlZ-2 0bv- 
Rev. 

>, v • 

delphia mint. The dies for the New Orleans mint 

were made from the old hub. The new hub is of 

slightly lower relief. The stars are sharper pointed 

and are hollow in the center. The face, hair and 

drapery show marked differences, the arms are 

slimmer, the Liberty cap smaller, the word liberty 

on shield larger, the bottom of the base less irregular 

and projects beyond the foot of Liberty. No change 

is noted on the reverse. 

1 Obv. High, open date, 

and 9 show a double impress, 

Rev. Medium lettering. 

Low, open date. 

Rather slender lettering. 

77F-E 
O Mint 

The bottom of the 

e;f * p Dm* 

1 

Proof. 
J(fL 

toUi 

frtl.ljU HZ. 

s 
Dl.CE, 

11- 

1 Obv. Open date, well placed. 

Rev. Heavy lettering, h of half touches 

wreath. Large O, low and to the left of center. 

Die crack through me of America. [*. rj, ^£"(2. t(L 

2 Obv. Die of No. 1. 

Rev. Heavy lettering. H of half touches 

wreath. Large O, medium placed, slightly to the 

right of center. 

3 Obv. Die of No. 1. 

Rev. Rather slender lettering. h of half 

does not touch wreath. Cracks at I in America, 

and right stem of wreath. O to the right of center. 
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TRANSITIONAL PATTERNS 

18 59 P,f 

1 Obv. Design of 1S59, date high. I let & ‘ ; KJUV. i^Cblgll Ol lojy, UdlC / 7 vi ^ . / ,,r?\ 

Rci'. New design. For description see under r<’' ' 
regular series of 1S60. AA ^ r'-y U-r f 

18 6 o U s-'dj Af ^ Aa^ ? 

1 05i’. Design of 1859, small medium placed Ari n j-A 

date. hU»sy AtyC, ov\ r*\**~c trt~* • UivA/1. 

The new design, Hit a n-y.X-r U*^ kzty,. 
Neither of these two coins bear the legend 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. LsXLSj WC+Ji 'f A ; 

- ,A L )Wf 
/ 

I860 

The final type of the half-dime was introduced 
in this year. The seated figure is from the same 
model as used before 1859, but a trifle smaller. In 
place of the stars, the reverse inscription, united 

states of America, has been transferred to the 
obverse. 

On the reverse the wreath fills much more of 
the field, occupying the space where the legend 
formerly was, and is composed of oak leaves and 
one acorn, together with corn on the right and 
cotton and tobacco on the left. Both sprays are 
fastened by a ribbon bow-knot. The value half 

dime is in more condensed lettering. The mint 
mark appears below the wreath until 1871; during 
that year and part of 1872, the mint letter is within 
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V., y ' 
■ - 2 06v. 

Rev. 

Obv. 

Rev. 

pTv. aorTiv7 ? 
U -' ^ r.’t.vjV' 

r- 

m»“7j 

the wreath, and then again it is restored to its 

position under the wreath. 

1 . Obv. Slender numerals; date high. 

Both ends of the ribbon touch wreath. 

Slight numerals; medium high date. 

Both ends of ribbon touch. 

Heavy numerals; low date. 

The right end of the ribbon is clear. Q A 

3 

MvT 

t rC W 
Proof. E . W( 

O Mint 

1 

JK 
Jlo 7 

i • 

* y^7 0 -6 

Y/Wk4 vy.b'.C. i- 

£6 1 Obv. Open, medium date. 

Rev. Low, thin o. Left end of ribbon is clear. 

2 Obv. Open, medium date. Die imperfections 

between figure and flagpole. 

Rev. Low, thick, small o. Left end of ribbon 

is close. 

3 Obv. Compact, low date. 

Rev. High, medium o. Both ends of ribbon 

clear. Crack at right end to leaf. ^ 

4 Obv. Compact, low date. $s*-J 

Rev. Small o; higher. Right end of ribbon 
is clear. A it t\ 

Small, low date. -N 5 0 

rL 

M O. 

2rf.fr -J- W 

Obv. 

Rev. Small, high o; very close to knot. Both 

' ends of ribbon touch. 

C7) 

1861 ?: 1 

Obv. Open, well placed date. * (?>•>£ 

Rev. The right end of ribbon is clear. Proof. 

2 Obv. Similar to No. 1, but flaw under arm 

holding pole. 

4'in U */, ^ f r . 5/?c ? 

Eih zcort i 

N l ^ 

r r 

\tjVJtt 2. <> (-r 
L 0 - U 



/j. £ (f) Av bf ,half dimes 
» ji.r KTU*^ «■ ^iC' to 1 r 
i d  _x.u _i. i_Ti. D• u«. 

73 
< r J 

Rev. Wreath is recut at left. Right end of 

ribbon is close. 

3 Obv. Compact, low date. 

Rev. Right end of ribbon is clear. A;- 
h 

18 6 2 4j 7 

Obv. High, open date. Slight flaw from head 
D ~ ' *' 

IA u }Z 
to cap and at ty of liberty on shield. 

Rev. Both ends of ribbon touch. 

2 Obv. Medium high date, slight flaw on breast 

below hair. 

Rev. Both ends of ribbon are clear, except on 

heavily struck pieces. Proof. 

3 Obv. Thin irregular spaced date. Upper part 

of second s in states slightly filled in. EL ( A 

Rev. Right end of ribbon is clear. Proofs 

/ aa 

jt-e- 
•C*. ~~~ Vf 
v..c „ 

O L yif'U 

£v VL 

4 Obv. Open date, starting low and running 
upward. p/., 

Rev. Both ends of ribbon touch. A ' -T 

5 Obv. Low, open date. A faint flaw runs from 

ear into neck. 

Rev. Right end of ribbon is clear. Defect in M. 

6 Obv. More compact, low date. 

Rev. Both ends of ribbon touch. A crack 

runs from edge to top leaf at left. 

1 . 4) . 1. . : 
1 ft./ 

*. L*-, S* SiU . 
I .ft. 

3. 5.-.. if.t ■. 

EL 1 
(&) 

1863 

Obv. Date high; the 13is double punched. 

Rev. Both ends of ribbon touch. Proof. u. \ 

4 ' 
K< r 

Pa • 

S Mint 

Obv. Low date. w / / 
/f • ^ jj 

sUC, - 
& 

x y ■'At i 

t 
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Rre. The s well placed. Right end of ribbon 

is clear. 

1864 

1 Oh'. Compact, low date, 4 bold. 

Rci\ Right end of ribbon is clear. Proof, f 
' ' **** Ani rf Ft- • ■'/! V. V *rti 

' . / / • f -1 £ •*5 £ - " ss . _ 

■" 4< Copper Pattern ' ' 5'• 

Ok’. High compact date. Upper part of D in 

ted defect 

from 1S71 on. 

united defective as is shown in numerous obverses ;'' 
Sf'- •.s') 

Atic. * ? 
, PiS 

'fa's- 
i 18/1 on. : niin, ' 

Rer. Ribbon ends touch.T 
' u^TcV/. - 

S Mint cLz<fjf4r. 

On 

1 0k\ Well placed, open date, 4 bold. 

Rer. Medium s well placed. Both ends of 

ribbon touch. 

1 Obv 

, 18 6 6 
y ■ 

_ Medium, placed date. There is a flaw 

in upper left side of 8. cO 

Rev. Both ends of ribbons are clear. Proof. 

<r Lff- 'Lr 1 
S Mint 

f/~^C W i._ 

1 ~ ’ • 

». /. 

Obv. Compact, high date. B* '') <> ^ 

Rcr. Rather small s; low. Right end of^ i ^r 

ribbon is clear. 

M . 

2 Ok;. More open date; not quite as high. 

Rev. s well placed. Crack at left ribbon, 

near s, to edge, and at the lower end of right end 

of ribbon. Right end does not touch. 

FsJjl *791 M&S p 
// 

/ '. S'/ t . ^ r ' r ■ 

<• 1 cri'T. 0 3.*/.^.^ 
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'1866 ^Wr i 
Obv. Low date. e’ **'' 

Rev. ^Both ends of ribbon are clear. Proof. 

7o 

-r. 

ti-£3 <v-j i.t'VCf" 0i rr5. 

S Mint 
Ulv 

1 06v. Open, well placed date. 

Rev. Small “chunky” s; rather high. Right 

end of ribbon is clear. 

-»VP\ Lr- /• 

1 

2 

1867 

05v. Open, high date. 

Rev. Both ends of ribbon are clear. Proof. 

Ofrv. Open, low date and more to left. 

Rev. Both ends of ribbon touch. Proof. 

, ' u. . 

a 

b^>;| / v 

/ /'* • J / 
* • •>.*;#- 

vr< r* if / 

r 

R- 

k (V 3, /. $ 
S Mint 

Obv. Open, high date. 

Rev. Medium s; rather well placed. Both r 
/~»C LL/n^ A   —  T1     t   * t ^ ends of ribbon are clear. A small crack near right 

end. 

1868 

1 Obv. Open, high date. kv-iVl. '1: r \ ,f 

Rev. Right end of ribbon clear. Proof. 

2 Obv. Open, medium, high date, a trifle more 

extended. £T. p 

Rev. Right end of ribbon clear. 

S Mint 

1 Obv. Open, medium, high date. 

Rev. Rather small s; slightly high. Right end 
of ribbon is clear. > 

. 4. P,iT4 / 

f. 

'f 

Bn 

11 ■ /'l v 
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N — r 

' 1a Same as Xo. 1, but the reverse has crack at 

ribbon, each side of the s. 

1b Same as Xo. 1a but with a bad die crack at 8 of 

date. 
f. 1 8 6 9 - : n* " - 

r w 
Z 4.: ,.t 

(V w . *'■ . 
1 Obv. High, open date 

U >- k 1' 

Rev. Right end of ribbon is just clear. Proof. 

2 Obv. The date more compact and not so high, 

Rer. Both ends of ribbon touch. Proof. - ^ 

3 Obv. Date a trifle low; 1 and 8 touch. 

Rev. Both ends of ribbon touch. 

4 Obv. Date more open and low. 

Rev. Right end of ribbon is clear. 

;» t4 ** f ‘ S Mint 

C. 

u 

/ • / 

1 Obv. High date; 1 and 8 touch. 

Rev. s rather high and open. Both ends of 

ribbon touch. 

2 Obv. Date low. • ^ f rC 

Rev. s higher and compact. Both ends of 

ribbon touch. 

1870 f i T 

1 Obv. Large, open, high date. o ^ r 
Rev. Right end of ribbon is clear. 

2 Obv. Rather open, high date; not as open as 

No. 1. 

Rev. Right end of ribbon is clear. Proof. 

3 Obv. Rather open, high, medium date. 

Rev. Right end of ribbon just touches. 

4 Obv. Open, low date. 

. Rev. Right end of ribbon is clear. 

7 
.. / t// . - i Fj~. O-i' * «'*•»-» * ^ 
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5 

6 

Obvr> 

Rev. 

Obv. 

Rrv. 

Rather compact, low date. 

Both ends of ribbon touch. 

Low date. 

Right end of ribbon is clear. 

7-£ Pattern 

Silver. Adams-Woodin 1038. 

Obv. Liberty seated facing the left. „Inscrip¬ 

tion united states—of America. 1870 beneath 

the base. 

Rev. At top, standard; within a wreath, 5 

over the curved word cents. 

The same design in copper. A.-W. 1041. 

Lyv ' L ?! I; 

f Vrjr'i 

PC 7. 

4—1871 
K'JxQJ*--4Q' 49 

? • ) 1 ’ ’3 

ai;v 

rf i'. *■-•***■ * 

O. 'PZje-i rL^, 
Ctr±~s- 

1 Obv. Large high, compact date; 1 and 8 very 

close, 7 and 1 touch. Defective D in united, * 

Rev. Right end of ribbon almost touches. 
Proof. 

2 Obv. High, open date. Defective d in united. 

Rev. Right end of ribbon is clear. 

3 Obv. Large, compact date; not so high; the 

second 1 is near the edge. Perfect D. 

Rev. Right end of ribbon is clear. 

4 Obv. Low, compact date. Defective d in 
united. 

Rev. Heavy half dime. Both ends of ribbon 

touch. 

5 Obv. Tall low date, both l’s close to edge. 

Defective d in united. . 

Rev. Ribbon ends touch. 
r. 

wy 1. if 
*\4 f' ^ 2 Pt l/ i kHj 

21.1371. 
• -T 

t 
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S Mint 

r i Qj)V' Tall, compact date; slightly low. 

Rev, Small s high in wreath. Both ends of 

i tibbon are clear. 

t4- 95 • 

pL 

N 

r * v # 

n p r f 

18 72 l;1,f 

The d in united from now on is defective. 

1 Obv. Small, compact, high date. [)}- '' //•- 
Rev. Both ends of ribbon touch. 

2 Obv. Medium, high date; the 1 and 8 touch; 

the 2 is low. LU7,) sT r<c*t . 

Rev. Right end of ribbon is clear. Proof. 

3 Obv. The date more open and slightly lower. 

The 1 and 8 do not touch. 

Rev. Both ends of ribbon touch. 

Low, open date. 

Right end of ribbon just touches. Proof. 

Open rather low date, the 1 and S do not 

4 Obv. 

Rev. 

5 Obv. 

touch. 

Rev. Ribbon ends are clear. 

S Mint 

1 Obv. Large, medium placed. 

Rev. Large S inside jwreath and high. Right 

end of ribbon almost touches. 

2 Obv. Medium placed date; more extended. 

y, ] Rev. Small S inside wreath and lower than in 

7 r No. 1. 'Both ends of ribbon are clear. 

t'/' \j/ 3 Obv. Medium, high date. 

Rev. Large s below knot. Both ends of 

N ^ Tibbon are clear. plJ*- ■ 

[ Ij'wh 3 

fl U ^ 

? 

h 17 si a 
(T 

A 

or 
v- Ki- . 
O It. 

r, 

• , r l. 
: u-v-mi. A-+***. at 

7 fy// U'i■■1 

>y it 
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4 Obv. Small, low, compact date. 

Rev. Small s below knot. Both ends of 

ribbon are clear. Die-break from right ribbon to M^ 6\ 

edge. fs—f 

18 7 3 7ii*»o+ L°° 

i 3 
1 Obv. Medium, high date; the 1 and 8 about , 

touch. Defects to left of 1, above 8, and from 7 to *-■>'>- • -■ 3 ' 

base of figure. T ~ 
Rev. Both ends of ribbon touch. L/*- * 

2 Obv. Open, low date. v, '■ , ? 

Rev. Right end of ribbon is just clear. Proof. 

S Mint fctv,v i 

1 05v. Heavy, even, date; well placed. 

Rev. Large s rather close to knot. Both 

ends of ribbon about touch. 

r TOKENS 

The following pieces are included as they 

illustrate the manufacture by private sources of 

tokens inscribed half dime. 

Obv. In center, scales; around, good at 

Nicholson’s *. 

Rev. Within wreath, half dime; above, 

STATE OF MISSOURI. 

German silver. Edge plain. Size 15 mm. 

Obv. Within closed wreath, above and below 

six pointed stars, bread. 

Rev. Within closed wreath, 6alf dime; above, 

good at j. b. Wilson’s; below, for. 

White metal. Edge reeded. Size 15 mm. 
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